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201 7 Posters-at-the-Capitol Participants 
Posters-at-the-Capitol, an annual event collaboratively hosted in Franlifort by all of Kentucky 's public 
institutions of higher learning, enables members of the legislature and the Governor to better understand the 
importance of involving undergraduates in research, scholarship, and creative endeavor. The fo llowing 
Morehead State University students are recognized as official 201 7 participants. 
Jordan Bach - Mentor Janet RatlifJ/Steve Chen 
Cullen Lee Beard - Mentor Michelle Lustenberg 
Matt Belcher - Mentor Elizabeth Perkins 
Mark Will Castro, Jr. - Mentor Michael Fultz 
Adda Coleman - Mentor Christina Conroy 
Shelbie Crowe - Mentor Kim Nettleton 
Kaitlyn Dennis - Mentor Denise Watkins 
Michael Edlin -Mentor Jorge Ortega-Moody 
Justin Elswick - Mentor Lesia Lennex 
Sydney Gebka - Mentor Johnathan Nelson 
Danielle Gibson - Mentor Michael Fultz 
Joanna Guerrant - Mentor Gina Blunt Gonzalez 
Allison Hull - Mentor Gina Blunt Gonzalez 
Albina Laskovtsov - Mentor Bernadette Barton 
A mber Lawson - Mentor Bernadette Barton 
Mikinley Lustenberg -Mentor Michelle Lustenberg 
Emily MacFarland -Mentor Elizabeth Perkins 
Terra Riggs -Mentor Wesley White/1/sun White 
Daniel Russ - Mentor Thomas Pannuti 
Kevin ShankJe - Mentor Elizabeth Perkins 
Adam Stanley - Mentor Sanghyun Lee 
Kaleb Toller - Mentor Jorge Ortega-Moody 
Haley West- Mentor Thomas Pannuti 
For more information on the 201 7 Posters-at-the-Capitol please go to: 
http ://dig i fa/commons. murrays tate. edu/poslersatt hecapi to//20 1 7 I Programs/ 1 I 
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Morehead State University is deeply committed to a culture of undergraduate research 
since it provides a rich educational experience fo r our students and empowers our 
diverse population of scholars to reach their educational goals. Now in its twelfth 
year, our Annual Celebration of Student Scholarship is a time when we can all pause to 
reflect on the outstanding efforts of this community of scholars and to recognize the 
tremendous efforts of our students in research, scholarship and creative productions. 
To ensure the optimal environment for learning, Morehead State University has a long 
tradition of combining great teaching with success in scholarship and creative 
productions. I firmly believe that the faculty who mentor students in research and other 
creative activities provide the stimulus that challenges imaginative minds often in new and innovative ways that 
would be impossible within the confines of the conventional classroom. In accomplishing this, our academic 
programs provide a wealth of opportunities for students to work alongside experienced faculty in meaningful 
research and creative initiatives that stretch our students ' intellectual horizons. 
The Annual Celebration provides a welcome opportunity for everyone to see the products of these unique 
intellectual partnerships-- products that are truly amazing in their originality, scope, and depth. As you review 
the Celebration of Student Scholarship program, you will discover a wide range of student accomplishments in 
individual and group research projects, creative efforts, and artistic performances across all academic 
disciplines. 
Our collective vision is for Morehead State University to be universally recognized for teaching and scholarship 
of the highest quality. When considering the accomplishments on display at this year's Celebration, I am 
confident that through the continued efforts of all those involved, our University will indeed become a primary 
destination for students who wish to become both active partners in the process of discove1y and exceptional 
citizens of our increasingly challenging world. 
1 encourage you to attend this showcase and provide your support and encouragement to our young scholars 
and artists, as well as to the members of our faculty and staff who have lent their talents to bring these projects 
to fruition. Thank you for your participation! 
Wayne D. Andrews, President 
I am pleased to be a part of the Celebration of Student Scholarship as we recognize the 
outstanding scholarly accomplishments of our students and their faculty mentors. 
Across the academy, the primary selling for teaching and learning centers around the 
curriculum and student engagement as related to structured classroom activities; however, 
it is the participation in research and creative production activities that provides an 
opportunity for students to transition from learner to scholar. Student engagement through 
inquily that involves seeking answers to research questions or creative expression based 
on theories and principles provides the learner a different approach and perspective to 
learning. 
Out of class experience provided by faculty mentors have opened doors to new learning opportunities for 
students as they discover the depth of their own abilities through the application and investigation of knowledge. 
Partnering with their faculty mentor(s), students are challenged to seek answers to questions through inquiry 
and apply their creative skills in a way that increases learning opportunities. 
This Annual Celebration is an excellent illustration of the integration of scholarship, teaching, and learning. A 
special "Thank You! " to faculty mentors for their contributions to the intellectual and creative development oj 
our students. "Congratulations" to all of our student scholars for their continued success. 
Dr. Steven Ralston, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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The Twelfth Annual Celebration of Student Scholarship spotlights Morehead State 
University as a premiere destination for all who desire a world-class education that is 
catalyzed by the personal mentorship of a world-class faculty. It is well accepted in 
academic circles that involvement in research and creative endeavor empowers students 
at both undergraduate and graduate levels to better analyze problems and synthesize 
solutions. thus helping them to beller prepare for productive careers and leadership in 
their chosen fields. as well as to be well-informed, enthusiastic comribULors to a 
progressive 21st century society. My congratulations and my thanks to our students and 
faculty for recognizing these facts and for their much-valued participation. 
Dr. Michael Henson , Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of th e Gradu ate School 
The Celebration of Student Scholarship is the capstone event that recognizes the important 
contributions of faculty and student collaborative research to the overall education of our 
students at Morehead State University. Our faculty and students alike benefit tremendously 
from these one-on-one teaching and learning experiences. 
Dr. Robert Albert, Dean, College of Business and Technology 
The annual Celebration of Student Scholarship has provided a consistent high quality 
experience for students to share their research related to P-12 education and helps to 
prepare students for be11er understanding of data-driven decision making. The research P-
12 education students are conducting helps to better respond to local, state, and national 
trends related to research-based and theory-grounded practice. The scholarship these 
candidates are presenting demonstrate the lessons learned in the classroom and beyond as 
part of the skills of professional educations. The College of Education f aculty and sta.D 
congratulate the students participating in the celebration as their proj ects showcase the 
high quality of inquiry vital to teaching and learning within teacher education. 
Dr. C hristoph er M iller , Interim Dean, College of Education 
The Caudill College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences is committed to a focus on 
research and creative production opportunities f or students in each of our 
disciplines. Scholarly engagement and creative endeavors bring students and faculty 
mentors together as partners and provide advanced learning experiences f or both. We are 
delighted to recognize these outstanding scholars who make significant contributions to 
the campus, state and region. Morehead State University's commitment to academic 
excellence and the advancement of Kentucky is evidenced by the exceptional work 
showcased at the Celebration of Student Scholarship. 
Dr. J ohn E rnst, Interim Dea n, Caudill College of Arts, Humanitie , and Social Sciences 
The Celebration of Student Scholarship provides a wonderful opportunity to recognize and 
celebrate student scholarship and creative accomplishments. The relationship among 
faculty mentors and student scholars is enhanced when they work together to discover and 
disseminate new knowledge or express themselves through various forms oj 
creatiVIty. Student research and creative activity is an essential component oj 
undergraduate education. Students working with faculty in scholarly activities not only 
experience the excitement of discovering new knowledge and solving challenging 
problems, but also learn important life skills that are necessary to thrive today 's ever-
changing ·world. 
Dr. Wayne C. Miller, Dean, College of Science 
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Celebration of Student Scholarship 
Camden-Carroll Library 
Morehead State University 
April 26, 2017 
Concurrent Session- 2"d Floor Commons 
8:30 - 8:45 a.m. 
Moderator: Dr. John Ernst 
C hildren and families of Appalachia: A multimedia expression 
*A nna Nichols, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, Caudill 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
This project is contributing to the Haldeman Community Center's mission by producing promotional and informational 
multimedia productions related to the community. This inc ludes materials that can be used on the center's website and in 
socia l media venues to help create awareness and enhance fund raising efforts (leading to additional revenue sources for 
this non-profit), documenting center activities (such as the ir After School Program), and recording and editing oral 
his tories. This project was supported by an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. Art for everyday life at the Haldeman Community Center After School Program 
*Faith McNabb, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, Caudill 
Coll ege of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
This proj ect a llowed chi ldren participating in the Haldeman Community Center After School program to explore the 
diverse ways that art and design are essential to everyday life. Working in a variety of media, many of which were 
inexpensive and readily available, the children experienced not only the rewarding aspects of creativity, but were also 
exposed to practica l applications of design and career opportuni ties in the arts. Activi ties were also devised so as to 
foster collaboration between the diverse programming offered at the community center, including music, theatre, 
cooking, and gardening. This project was supported by an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Participatory folk music as community builder at the Haldeman Community 
Center 
*Sarah Morgan, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, Caudill 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
This project took place over one semester at the Haldeman Community Center After School Program. The goa l of the 
community-centered work was three-fold: to foster intergenerational connections and friendships; encourage and develop 
musical creativity in a s tress-free environment; and encourage an a ttitude of reg ional pride and cultural identity through 
participatory folk music. Hands-on musical experience was encouraged in order to teach participati ng students that music 
doesn't have to be reserved for professional performers. Old ballads, folk songs, and spirituals were taught aurally, just as 
they have been passed down from generation to generation in the past. Since mountain dulcimers are a very child-
friendly instruments (having only three s trings and easy for small hands to play), this instrument was used to teach the 
basics of rhythm, chords, and harmony in a relaxed environment. The project was supported by an Undergraduate 
Research Fellowship. 
*undergraduate student presenter 
+graduate student presenter 
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9:15-9:30 a.m. Hands-on with food : Gardening for children at the Ha ldeman Community 
Center After School Program 
*Stephanie Bauman, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
Gardening is an enriching experience for children that allows them to reconnect with their food and see thei r hard work 
progress into a liv ing plant that sustains life. This project managed raised garden beds at the Haldeman Community 
Center for chi ldren participati ng in the center 's Aller School Program. Children were instructed in the life cycle of 
plants, organic pest and weed control , and uses for plants afler harvest. The goal was to allow the chi ldren to have hands-
on experience and constructive instruction in gardening, as well as to foster healthy life style choices. 
9:30 - 9:45 a.m. Arts programming and promotion 
*Kristin Busby, Jennifer Reis, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, Caudill 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
The Undergradua te Fellowship in Arts Programming and Promotion focuses on the logistical planning, management and 
marketing of arts programming and services. Working within the arts programming hosted by the Claypool-Young Art 
Gallery, UR Fe llow Kristin Busby focused on establishing and implementing Kentucky 's only Americans for the Arts-
affi liated Emergi ng Leaders etwork at MSU (the Emerging Arts Leaders of Eastern Kentucky). Other advocacy work 
included attendance at Kentucky Arts Council's annual "Art Day" and facilitating student arts advocacy work in MSU's 
lnt ro to Arts Admin course. She was involved with the coordi na tion and management of art events during the 20 I 6-2017 
academic year, includ ing assisting in art handling, receiving, and installation with six exhibitions and eight large-scale 
art events. Her work included hosting evening and weekend programming as well. This fe llowship is designed to prepare 
a student to begin a career in arts administration or to pursue a degree in arts administration or museum studies. 
Supported by the CCA HSS and Department of A&D. 
9:45-10:00 a.m. The art of exhibitions 
*Michael Hutchinson, Jennifer Reis, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
The Undergraduate Fellowship in The Art of Exhibitions focuses on the logistical planning, management and marketing 
of arts programming specific to large art and design exhibi tions wi th in an university context. Embedded wi thin the arts 
programming hosted by the Claypool-Young Art Gallery, UR Michael Hutchinson focused on the coordination and 
management of art events during the Spring 20 17 semester inc luding the four large-scale s tudent exhibitions, the annual 
sophomore, high school , senior and BFA exhibitions. Duties included artist relations, event management and hospi tality, 
art handling, receiving, and exhibition design and installation. His work included hosting evening and weekend 
programming as well. This fellowship is designed to prepare a student to begin a career in arts administration or to 
pursue a degree in arts administration or museum studies. Supported by the CCAHSS and Department of A&D. 
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10:00 - 10:15 a. m. An in ternational peer mentoring program at Morehead tate University: T he 
results of academic and socia l integr ation 
*Hannah Day, *Joseph Brock Finley, Done// C. Murray, Mentor, Department of 
Communication, Medi a and Languages, Caudill College of Arts, Huma nities 
and Socia l Science 
The purpose of this program is to ass is t international students in their transition to Morehead State University. The 
founder of Internat ional Peer Mentoring Program (IPMP) saw a need in the international student community for 
assistance in academic and soc ia l integration. Each international s tudent who requested to be a part of this program, was 
matched wi th a peer mentor based on the results from the Jung personal ity test. Whi le the focus of this program was to 
help international students, it has become so much more. Peer mentors and peer mentees participated in social outings, 
tutoring groups, and universi ty events. This program resu lted in international students gaining knowledge regarding 
academic support services and soc ia l groups around campus. What resulted were both peer mentors and peer mentees 
building re lationships with other peer mentors and peer mentees. Both groups were also exposed to different cultures 
while teaching with the results being a huge learning environment. The results o f the first year of IPMP are going to be 
used to revise for an even s tronger academic and social integration for the peer mentee. 
10: 15 - 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. 
Break 
Secular educatjon and th e rise of Egyptian nationalism 
*Max J. Prowant, Dr. Alana Scott, Mentor, Depar tment of History, Philoso phy, 
Politics, Interna tional Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Humanities and Socia l Sciences 
Since the time of Mohammed Ali Pasha, Egyptian socie ty has been encouraged by its leaders to modernize, 
whether it has been in the form of mi litarization or rapid industria lization. Eypt ian society under the quasi-protectorate of 
the Brit ish in the first hal f of the twentieth century is no exception. There was a conscious effort by the Hashemite 
monarchy to "Westernize." Kings Faud and Farouk encouraged Western architecture, adopted Western dress, and sent 
the ir chi ldren to European universit ies. Their efforts extended into the educat ion system. Educational reforms introduced 
mandatory study of Science, such as mathematics, chemistry, and physics and placed less emphasis on Islamic studies. 
This project will argue that Egyptian nat ionalism was a combined resu lt o f the secular education promulgated at 
both public univers ities such as Cairo Univers ity, the lslamist reform movement driven by Mohammed Abduh, and the 
independence ideology of the nascent Muslim Brotherhood. 
10:45 - 11:00 a.m. Educating a civilization: Religious edu cation in twentieth century Saudi Arabia 
*Tyler Syck, Dr. Alana S cott, Mentor, Departm ent of Hi tory, Philosophy, 
Politics, In tern ation al Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Hu manities and Socia l Sciences 
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was founded in 1932 and it was established that the foundation of the government would 
be Islam. Sharia law is the foundation of the Saudi Arabian legal system, and all the kingdom's c iti zens are required to 
live by it. Education was no less affected and religion quickly became the centra l tenet around which schooling was 
based. However, one must consider the ramifications of this curriculum for 2 1st century students. 
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11 :00 - 11 : 15 a.m. T he r ise of illiberal d emocracy in the Middle East: A Zakar ian analysis of failed 
a ttem pts at democratization in Iraq and Egypt 
*Mru J. Prowant, Dr. Jonathan Pid/uzny, Mentor, Department of History, 
Philosophy, Politics, Interna tiona l Stu dies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of 
Arts, Humanities a nd ocia l Sciences 
Farced Zakaria 's 1997 essay, "The Rise o f Illiberal Democracy," and his subsequent The Future of Freedom, 
argued tha t liberal ism is not a necessary or automatic outgrowth of democratic reforms. With the West's history in mind, 
Zakaria contended that free and fair elections result in liberal governance-where individual rights are protected and 
citizens are equal before the law- where certain political condi tions are previously established: the rule of law, 
established property rights, and freedoms of speech, assembly, and religion. 
In spite of the high profile fai lures of severa l recent democratizing efforts in the Arab Middle East- the only 
region of the world that counts not a single liberal democracy- few scholars have attempted similar historical analyses 
focused on particular cases in the Middle East. This paper investigates the failure of democratizing efforts in Egypt 
(where reforms were instigated by widespread internal frustra tions) and Iraq (where reforms were driven by external 
actors) by analyzing the countries' histories, and their fai led efTorts at reform, through a Zakarian lens. This paper 
contends that efTorts at reform fai led to produce stable and liberal states because political stability, free-market 
capitalism, and organized civil society were absent. 
11 : 15 - 11 :30 a .m. T he dialecti cal chief executive: How the J efferson-Hamilton debate shaped th e 
mod ern presidency 
*Tyler Syck, Dr. Jonathan Pid/uzny, Mentor, Department of History, Philosophy, 
Politics, International Studi es and Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
The rivalry between Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson helped shape the United States at the time the country 
was most malleable. The differences between the ir thought gave rise to the American party system and the national 
political order. One finds, at the core of their dialogue, a fundamenta l disagreement about the scope and priori ties of the 
federal of government. In the years following ratifica tion of the U.S. Constitution, JefTerson advocated a much weaker 
federal government. He authored the Kentucky Resolution in 1798, which claimed the states maintained the power to 
nullify federal laws that, in their estimation, contravened the U.S. Constitution. He also opposed nationalizing economic 
mea ures, in part to protect the agrarian character of American society. Throughout Washington 's administration, the 
two men disagreed on the scope of the president 's power, particular in matters of war and diplomacy. This paper 
examines Hamilton and JefTerson 's thought on the presidency and the scope and extent of executive authority. It will pay 
special attention to the areas on which they agreed, that the president must be a figure of considerable influence at the 
federal level, and where they disagreed, in particular on the president as a popular leader. 
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Concurrent Session- Library Classroom 201 
8:30 - 8:45a.m. 
Modera to r: Dr. Laton a Hesterberg 
Research and study of fashion and costume history spanning from ancient 
Egypt to modern day 
*Katie Dennis, Denise Watkins, Mentor, School of Music, T heatre and Dance, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
In this ongoing project, research has been conducted on thousands of slides conta ining images of artwork and artifacts of 
historical significance related to costume and fashion his tory. These images span from Egyptian hieroglyphics to the 
inaugural dresses of every firs t lady of the United States up to Nancy Reagan. The slides are in the process of being 
digita lly recorded and cata logued for fu ture use by students in the hopes of furthering academic comprehension and 
awareness o f the in nuence of costume and fashion history through the ages and its interd isciplinary connections. Special 
thanks to the fami ly ofGretel Geist Rut ledge, Denise Watkins, my faculty mentor, as well as the School of Music, 
Theatre, and Dance, and the Caudill College of Arts, Humanities, and Socia l Sciences. Research for this project has been 
funded by the MSU Undergraduate Fellowship Program. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. How co uld the presence of theatre arts in a military community benefit the 
mental and emotio na l health of military families? 
*Morgan Bauer, Octavia Biggs-Fleck, Mentor, School of Mu ic, T heatre and 
Dance, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
In this study we will examine the benefits of various forms of theatre and creative arts involved in theatrical production 
in relation to its presence in mil ita ry communities. Similar programs that have a lready been established throughout the 
country will be analyzed in order to develop a potential program that would specifically target the youth of military 
fami lies. 
9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Keeping it real: Henrik Ibsen 's realistic writi ng style tha t reflected his changing 
world 
*Rachel Fisher, Denise Watkins, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre and Dance, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Socia l Sciences 
Henrik Ibsen is considered one of the most innuentia l playwrights of the 19th century due to his revolutionary, realistic 
writing s tyle. While not the firs t to experiment with real ism, Ibsen combined the writing style with a scathing social 
commentary to create "realistic problem dramas." These dramas were more natural is tic than previous plays and allowed 
the audience to view themselves and their problems from a new perspective. In a time when social atti tudes were 
changing, Ibsen's works were simultaneously innuencing and being innuenced by shi fl ing attitudes supporting feminism 
and individua lism. This essay examines the connection between the themes present in Ibsen's works and the concurrent 
global events that also promoted such themes. Ibsen remains one of the most important playwrights to study as this 
connectio n between enterta inment and social change innuences many playwrights today. 
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9:15 - 9:30 a.m. Perspectives on guided improvisation 
*Gloria Yehilevsky, Dr. Brian S. Mason, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre and 
Dance, Caudill College of Arts, Humanitie and Social Sciences 
Improvising music and playing classical repertoire tend to be viewed as opposi tes. However, the two complement each 
other, and can lend significant insight into new composi tional and performance techniques. Being a good performer is no 
longer enough to excel as a 2 1st century musician, many more talents are necessary to succeed. For classical musicians, 
implementing improvisation into regular practice wi ll significantly enhance abi lity on any instrument, leading towards 
becoming a more pro lific 2 1st century musician. The term guided improvisa tion refers to a form of improvisation within 
a composition which gives the performer source material and guidelines, but leaves the performer with an amount of 
freedom requiring him/her to make decisions in every performance, every time he/she plays the piece. Other ways to 
implement improvisational practice is through composi tion. A third practice, lying between guided improvisation and 
composit ion, is reworking an old work on a new instrument. Developing these skill s through any means places a 
musician's mind in a different capacity than does playing something that is notated specifically. and helps connect gaps 
in performing and creativity which are not easily fi lled otherwise. This research is supported by the George M. Luckey 
Honors Program and an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
9 :30 - 9:45 a.m. Encycloreedia : A beginning guid e to oboe reed making 
*Timothy Blake Johnson, Dr. Thomas Pappas, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre 
and Dance, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Socia l ciences 
This study examines the process, techniques, and materia ls needed to make high quality oboe reeds. Oboists usc a double 
reed, a piece of cane which has been fo lded in half and then tied onto a metal tube. The specific requirements of oboe 
reeds vary from person to person and so it is necessary for serious oboists to learn how to make the ir own. The process is 
very difficult to master and can o nly be learned through practice. All major texts on oboe reed making were studied to 
determine what was missing from each so that the issues could be resolved in this guide. This guide provides the 
begi nning reed maker with preparatory exerc ises designed to make the process easier to comprehend. Detailed 
photographs of the ent ire process, a long wi th diagrams of oboe reeds are included to make the process understandable 
for the beginning student. Terminology relevant to the process has been expla ined in full as it pertains to each section of 
the tex t. This project was made possible through the support of the Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
9:45 - 10:00 a.m. Tongue tied: A greater look into the South Indian konnakollanguage 
*Darren Proctor, Dr. Brian S. Mason, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre, and 
Dance, Caudill College of Arts, Humaniti es and ocial Science 
The focus of this research project examines the South Indian Camatic music language known as Konnako l, with the goal 
o f showing the effect that Konnakol has in three specific areas: Classical Indian music, Contemporary Western music, 
and Modem Frame drumming. Research has been conducted through extensive s tudy and practice of the Konnakol 
language, as well as the generation of connections between the three areas of the s tudy. This research is supported by an 
Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
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10:00- 10:15 a.m. Microcosm of raunch cultur e: College parties at Morehead State University 
*Albina Laskovtsov, Amber Lmvson, Dr. Bernadette Barton, Mentor, Department 
of Sociology, Social Work and C riminology, Caud ill Co llege of Arts, Humanities 
and ocial Sciences 
"Raunch" culture, sometimes called the "sexualization" of culture, describes a hyper-sexualized climate that 
oversexualizes women while encourag ing women to sexualize other women and themselves. Raunch culture influences 
much of our soc ial life. Drawing on observation at five parties, and interviews wi th 12 women about their experiences, 
this presentation explores manifestations ofraunch culture at college parties. This research finds that some male party-
goers display an aggressive entit lement to female bodies that we speculate is a consequence of sexist cultural norms. We 
argue that college parties are an exaggerated encapsulation of everyday life in which women experience incessant 
harassment and inte rnalize the myths of rape culture. College part ies foster a cl imate in which women are seen as 
physically accessible and sexually avai lable. This research was funded with two MSU Undergraduate Research 
Fellowships. 
10:15 - 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. 
Break 
Evaluating impact : Determining the best mechan ism for serving our region 's 
legal needs 
*Katherine L. Griffitts, *Gregory A. Bryan, Dr. Kelly Collinsworth, Mentor, 
Department of History, Philosophy, Politics, International Studies and Legal 
Studies, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
For many residents in Eastern Kentucky, finances limit their abi lity to retain legal services for a variety o f reasons. One 
way to assis t those who find themselves in this situation are legal clinics that infonn and assist people wi th various legal 
issues. These clinics may provide general advice about legal topics or specific help preparing legal forms for court filing. 
In the creation and execution of legal clinics, practi tioners face the task of utiliz ing an already sma ll amount of resources 
to provide the greatest amount of impact in helping the poor's legal needs. Determining which delivery mechanism is 
best suited for the diffe rent areas of law, the needs of our region, and the ability of our s tudents to help in a given legal 
area is always a difficult question. This presentation evaluates several clinical designs to assess the viability of a 
particular de livery model to provide service opportunities to our students and help to persons in our serv ice region. The 
assessment may a lso assist other departments on campus consideri ng offering clinical experiences for their students in 
detennining the best delivery mechanism for their clinic. This research was funded with Regional Engagement 
Fellowships. 
10:45 - 11:00 a.m. P hilosophy and political founding in Plato's Laws 
*Henry T. Quillen, Dr. Gregory McBrayer, Mentor, Department of History, 
Philosophy, Politics, Internati onal tudies and Legal Studies, Caudill Coll ege of 
Arts, Humanitie and ocial Sciences 
The question "What is law?" is never explicit ly raised in Plato's Laws. The Minos, a Platonic dia logue named afler the 
most-discussed lawgiver in the Laws, begins with this very question. In the Minos, Socrates says that " Law, then, wishes 
to be the discovery of what is;" but cannot the same be said o f philosophy? On the next line, Socrates' interlocutor 
mistakes him for saying " law is the discovery of what is." Phi losophy certainly would not make this mistake. In the 
Laws, just afler one of the interlocutors reveals that he is to become a lawgiver, the Athenian Stranger asks "what must 
one think the city is going to be?" The lawg iver- and the Laws- questions not being, but becoming. The Laws cannot 
ask "What is law?" because the questioning of wha t is depends on the being of law, which is the task of the interlocutors. 
This paper will follow the first three books-the prelude-of the Laws to argue that the nature o f political founding as 
becoming is to blame for the absence of the question " What is law?" in Plato's dialogue about lawgiving. This research 
was funded with an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
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11:00 - 11:15 a.m. The importance of a civic education 
*Brooke Blair, Dr. Gregory McBrayer, Mentor, Department of History, 
P hilosophy, Politics, International Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of 
Ar ts, Humanit ies and Social Sciences 
Previously, I researched the philosophical influences behind Thomas Jeffe rson's political ideologies. In pa rticular I 
examined the sources behind his thoughts on education. Jefferson was a proponent o f a civil educat ion. He believed it to 
be crucial for the survival of a democratic government. The modern educational system is examined to determine if it 
adequately promotes a civic education. Then, the consequences of an inadequate civic education is discussed . A solution 
to the inadequacy will be examined through Jefferson 's perspective and a modem perspective. This research seeks to 
prove the importance of a civil education for politically litera te c itizens. 
11 :15- 11 :30 a. m. Factors of Europeanization and Westernization in T urkey in the twentieth 
century 
*Jonathan Dean, Dr. Alana Scott, Mentor, Department of History, P hilosophy, 
Politics, International Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
H umanities and Socia l Sciences 
Turkey' s geographical position has emphasized its dialectical tension, whether it be between the Roman or Byzantine 
Empire and the Ottoman Empire or the European Union and the modern Middle East. Since Turkey gained its 
independence as a republic after the fall of the Ottoman Empire in 1922, there has been a cultural d ivision, with 
westernization being supported by govemment fac tions under Mustafa Kemal Atatilrk in the 1930s and a reactionary 
lslamist nationalist movement. As the twentieth century progressed, the forces in support of and against westernization 
became unclear. This presentation wi ll seek to identify the primary e lements for westernization, whether it be the 
government or the Turkish people, and will use this identification to draw conclusions about the motives and goals of 
that group. 
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Concurrent Session - Learning Resource Center 
1st Floor 
8:30 - 8:45a.m. 
Moderators: Dr. T homas Pannuti and Lee Nabb 
Preliminary assessment of sediment textures and sources of gravel in Dry Creek, 
Morehead, Kentucky 
*Zachary Creech, Dr. Steven Reid, Mentor, Department of Earth and Space 
Science, College of Science 
Previous work indicates that bank erosion along streams in Rowan County, Kentucky is the dominant source for high 
suspended sed iment loads. Little is known about the nature and source of bed load, however. The study presented here 
seeks to determine the composition, texture and origins o f gravel-sized bed load in Dry Creek in Morehead, Kentucky. 
Gravel bar samples were collected using a "bottomless bucke t," then wet-sieved . Composition and roundness of pa rt icles 
in each size fraction a lso were observed. Pre liminary results indicate that most gravel consists of si lts tone fragments 
derived from the Cowbell Member o f the Borden Formation. Similar gravel is preserved in alluv ial and colluvia l deposits 
exposed in s tream bank cuts, which suggests a bank erosion source. However, much of the bedrock in channels also is 
composed of Cowbell Member siltstones, which suggests that wea thering and e rosion of stream bottom bedrock may 
contribute to the gravel load. In genera l, gravel from bar samples collected in lower s tream reaches tend to be bette r 
rounded and sorted than those collected upstream. Overall , however, the gravel bar samples were angular and poorly 
sorted . Further work is required to detcnnine the respective contributions of bank material and stream bottom bedrock to 
bed load. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. Spa tially-resolved spectroscopic analysis of the Galactic supernova remnant 
G27.4+0.0 (Kes 73) 
*Cadence Payne, Dr. Thomas Pannuti, Mentor, Department of Earth and pace 
Science, College of Science 
When class ifying the most massive explosions in the known universe, supernova explosions exceed all o thers. By 
studying various e lementa l abundances derived from fitting the spectra of supernova remnants, information may be 
inferred about the explosion's progenitor, thus providing general information regarding ste llar evolution. This study 
summarizes the spectral ana lysis of supernova remnant G27 .4+0.0 (Kes 73) observed by the Chandra X-ray Observatory. 
The analysis was performed using the XSPEC software package through CIAO, with an effective exposure time of29.3 
kiloseconds. The data is segmented into I 0 regions spanning the remnant's enti rety. Clarification of the reasoning as to 
why thi s particular remnant exerts some of its observed propert ies is discussed. Abundances o f Neon, Magnesium, and 
Iron a re observed predominantly throughout the remnant, whi le traces o f other e lements are a lso prevalent. The 
compilation of abundant elements indicates that this source likely results from the collapse of a very massive star, 
classifying the explosion as Type II. Spectral analys is reveals that this remnant contains abundances o f both hard and 
soft emission, proving the source to be dominated by interste llar 1circumste llar swept up shocked material. This research 
was supported by an Undergraduate Research Fellowship provided by MSU's College of Science. 
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9:00 - 9:15 a. m. Depositional environment and distribution of organic matter in a radioacti ve 
black shale: Result from th e SOSS project 
*Morgan K. Black, *Clay ton R. Gullett, Dr. Jen O'Keef e, Mentor, Department of 
Ea rth and Space Science, College of Science 
T he Sunbury Shale represents the upper most unit in a series of Devon ian-Mississippian black shales in Kentucky. They 
are trace element, rare-earth, and petroleum source rocks that a lso record an important Appalachian orogeny. Previous 
works suggest that they were deposi ted under enti rely anoxic, or variably euxinic-anoxic conditions; this d isconnect 
suggested additional study was necessary. A core of Sunbury Shale was obtained by the Kentucky Department of 
Transportation in summer 20 15. Shortly a fter it was obtained, the natural radiation produced by the shale was measured 
and the core was halved. From this, 52 samples, taken on I 0-cm spacings, were obta ined for palynology and organic 
petrography. Organic Petrography results indicate that while terrestria l organic matter is present, it is not dominant 
throughout the section and marine algae and solid bitumen (residue from oil migrat ion) predominate. Palynological data 
suggest varia tions in ocean oxygenatio n and water depth, reminiscent of the ex isting geochemical results. Taken 
together, organic petrographic, pa lynologic, geochemical, and radiological data indicate that the Sunbury Shale was 
deposited in a variably euxinic to anoxic basin with pulses o f terrestrial organic matter reaching the basin primarily 
during euxinic episodes. This project was funded by a KY SF EPSCoR RSP grant to O'Keefe and Black. 
9: 15 - 9:30 a.m. Analyzing OJ 287 using SWIFT telescope data 
*Cassidy Bailey, Dr. Dirk Grupe, Mentor, Department of Earth and Space 
cience, College of cience 
We have analyzed the X-ray and ultraviolet light curves from the BL Lac Object OJ287. OJ287 is a blazar located in the 
constellation of Cancer. It is thought to be a b inary black hole system, potentially holding one of the biggest black holes 
we have measured . OJ 287 is thought to be a black hole binary system. lt was predicted that by the end of 20 16 the 
smaller black hole in the system would pass through the accretion disk of the larger black hole and cause a flare which 
would be visible in particular in X-rays. This is exactly what happened, as in October of20 16 SWIFT detected and 
observed a sudden increase in the X-ray and UVOT luminosities .. All data analysis was done using H EASOFT 6-19, xrt-
pipeline, xspec, ds9, xselect, xrtmkarf, and GRPPHA while all observations were done with SWIFT. In this ta lk the 
resu lts from the light curve analysis will be presented. 
9:30 - 9:45 a.m. Swift Observations of RX J0134.2-4258 
*Sierra Hauck, Dr. Dirk Grupe, Mentor, Department of Earth and Space Science, 
College of Science 
In this report, the Narrow Line Seyfert I (NLS I) active galac tic nucle i RX JO 134.2-4258 is analyzed using the SWIFT 
sate ll ite in the UVOT and XRT telescopes, with observations tota ling 46.83 ki lo seconds in XRT and 36.71 ki lo seconds 
in UVOT between the years 2007 and 201 5. Software used for analyzing data includes ds9, xrtpipeline, xspec, and 
xselect. This source was previously observed by the ROSAT satellite in the 1990s, where RX JO 134-4258 had been one 
o f the so ftest spectra observed in X-rays. However, when ROSAT observed RX JO 134.2-4258 again two years later the 
spectrum had dramatically changed: It now appeared to be a rather hard X-ray source. On model that explained this 
behavio r is that the black hole's high accretion rate may have destroyed its corona through rad iation-driven out flows, and 
that the corona would recover over the fo llowing years leading up to the beginn ing ofSW lFT's observation of the 
source. Data gathered seems to support this conclusion, as there is a drop in flux between the ROSAT and SWIFT 
observations which indicates a hardening of the spectrum as the corona reappeared. 
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9:45 - 10:00 a.m. Ana lysis of Green Bank Telescope observations of the rotating radio transient 
(RRAT) J1955+10 using PRESTO and GUPPI 
*Sonny Ernst, Dr. Thomas Pamwti, Mentor, Department of Ea rth and Space 
Science, College of Science 
In June 20 14, a RRA T (Rotating Radio Transient) labeled as J 1955+ I 0 was detected while analyzing archived 
observations made by the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) using the Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument 
(GUPPI) as the data processing back-end. Members of the Pulsar Search Collaboratory (PSC) - a national organization 
of teachers, educators and hig h school students - have been analyzing these archival observations with the intent of 
identi fying previously unknown pulsars, RRA Ts and Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). Follow-up timing observations of 
J 1955+ I 0 have been conducted with the GBT and GU PPI : this timing data is being analyzed at the Stellar Necrology 
Linux Laboratory in the Space Science Center in collaboration with astronomers at the Universi ty of West Virginia and 
at Green Bank Observatory using the PulsaR Explorat ion and Search TOolkit (PRESTO), a standard Linux sofhvare 
package for analysis ofGUPPI observa tions. This software package can identify periods of pulsations of the observed 
pulsars, quanti fy the effects of radio interference, estimate the dispersion measure toward the pulsar and generate a raw 
single pulse plot. Using PRESTO, we have measured a pulsation period of - I 049 ms and a dispersion measure of 80.9 
pc per cubic centimeter. 
10:00 - 10:15 a.m. An analysis of archival observations made of the nearby face-on spiral galaxy 
NGC 3184 with the Chandra X-ray Observatory 
*Timothy R. Huffman, Dr. Thomas Pamwti, Mentor, Department of Earth and 
Space Science, College of Science 
We present an analysis of archival observations made of the nearby face-on spi ra l galaxy NGC 3184 with the Chandra 
X-ray Observatory. Thi galaxy hosts a diverse population of X-ray sources such as supernova remnants and X-ray 
binaries (these objects are associated with the end points of ste llar evolution) as well as a robust rate of star formation (as 
evidenced by live his torical supernovae in the galaxy: SN 1921 B, S 192 1 C, SN 1937F, S 1999gi and SN 20 I Odn). 
Given its face-on orientation, its high Galactic latitude (approximately 56 degrees) and its proximity (approximately I 0 
Mpc distant), NGC 3 184 is an excellent candidate for the study of the d iscrete X-ray source population of a spiral galaxy 
that is simi lar in many respects to the Milky Way Galaxy. Using tools in the CIAO software package, we have run 
standard source detection algorithms (such as the wavelet-based tool wavdetect), which have yielded 33 discrete sources. 
We are analyzing the properties of these sources such as thei r spectral characteristics and time-dependence to their X-ray 
emission (if any). 
10:15 - 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. 
Break 
A comparison of absorbed doses for incorrectly collimated repeat abdominal 
radiographs 
*Joshua Allen, Dr. Ignacio Birriel and Anthony Dotson, Mentors, Department of 
Mathematics and Physics, Department of l(jnesiology, Health and Imaging 
Sciences, College of cience 
The rule of"as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) was put in place to ensure that radiation doses for radiographic 
exams are kept as low as possible. An x-ray technologist is tra ined to acquire the best radiographs while adheri ng to 
A LARA. If a ll the pertinent anatomy required for a radiograph isn't present, a repeat must be made. During a repeat 
radiograph, the techno logist must choose proper collimation so they only irradiate the missing anatomy. The aim of this 
study is to compare the absorbed doses between properly and improperly collimated radiographs of the abdomen. 
Entrance skin exposures were measured using Landauer nanoDot opt ically stimulated luminescent dosimeters. A 
phantom was used in place of a patient and a Phil ips DigitaiDiagnost X-ray machine was used to perform the exam. 
Radiographs of the abdomen were obtained utilizing different coll imation techniques and the entrance skin exposures for 
each were compared. The "anode heel effect", which causes a difference in energy between the two ends o f the x-ray 
beam, as well as the reduction of intensity of the beam proportional to the inverse of the distance squared were also 
examined, the results of which wi ll be used to determine other dose reduction techniques. 
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10:45 - 11 :00 a.m. Which ba eball team will have the be t chance to win th e World Series? 
*Dillon H. Applegate, Dr. Chris S chroeder, Mentor, Department of Mathematic 
and Physics, College of Science 
It is really hard to be able to predict who might actually be the overall best team in baseball throughout the regular 
season and postseason. There are many factors that are looked at when the experts predict who will win the World 
Series. We will look at a ranking system for the Major League baseball teams from the 20 16 season. Wins are a lways the 
biggest factor to determine if which team is the best, but it is usua lly easier for a team to win at home as opposed to on 
the road. As a result, away wins will be weighted heavier as opposed to home wins. Strength of schedule will also lead to 
a difference in the amount of wins, so this wi ll be factored in as well. Lastly, winning the division is important to making 
the playoffs, so the last factor we will consider is each team's divis ional record. These three factors will hopefully help 
determine which team has the best chance to win the World Series. 
11:00 - 11:15 a.m. Analysis of globe at night data : 2006-2015 
*Kevin Brashear, Dr. Jennifer Birriel, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of cience 
The Globe at ight (Ga ) project has been going on for over I 0 years now. Through these ten years with the aid of 
contribution from c itizen scientists, Globe at Night has acquired hundreds of thousands of individual data submissions of 
night sky brightness in the form of naked eye limiting magnitudes (NELM) and Unihedron Sky Quality Meter (SQM) 
readings. Beginning with the year 2006 and ending with 2015, the global means of ELM has remained fairly constant 
with the s light appearance of an upward trend in sky pollution. Using s ta tistical analysis of descriptive s ta tis tics derived 
from the data provided for these years, our goal was to test whether the seeming ly downward trend is statis tically 
significant and to what degree of an increasing in sky pollution we mi ght be facing. This research was funded through 
the George M. Luckey Jr., Academic Honors Program. 
IJ:1 5 - 11:30 a.m. Fourier analysis applied to driving behavior 
*Zoe M. Becerra, Drs. Michael Dobranski ami Gregory Corso, Mentors, 
MATH499D, Dr. Doug Chatham, Instructor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, Department of Psychology, College of Science 
Human driving data in the shape of complex sinusoida l waveforms, collected from a previous study, were analyzed using 
Fourier analysis. Using this type of analysis an attempt to identify frequency similarities or differences in vehicle speed, 
lane deviation and vehicle heading between people over the duration of the drive could be determined. In the previous 
study, two groups o f people provided driv ing data collected from a driving simulator. The two groups o f participants 
were classified as ADHD or Non-ADHD. The initial approach for this analysis was to assess, using a fast Fourier 
transform, whe ther the re were any commonalities among the sinusoidal func tions generated from the driving data for 
those participants c lassifi ed as on-ADHD and for those participants classified as ADHD. The data suggest there are 
differences in driving behavior between people with and without ADHD. The ADHD classifi ed pa rt icipants showed 
erratic behavior wi th an inability to control the vehicle ; they could not maintain a constant speed or stay in the center of 
the lane. Addi tiona l data analyses are ongoing. 
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11 :30 - 11:45 a.m. Investigating th e relationship between KPREP math scores in 7th and 8th grade 
and math ACT scores in 11th grade 
*Lillian Shear, Dr. Robert Boram, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of Science 
This research project explores the longitudinal relationship be tween the mathematics KPREP test scores for students in 
7th and 8th grade wi th the mathematics ACT scores for those same students in II th grade. The data provided for this 
study was free from any indicators of gender, race or socioeconomic status and each student was given a unique number 
to be used as a reference throughout the analysis. The data was tracked and each s tudent's progress from the KPREP test 
score was compared to the scores they received on the ACT test. The analyzed data wi ll be able to detennine if there is a 
re lationship between the Math KPREP scores and the mathematics score on the ACT and how the KPREP scores can be 
used to detect s tudents who are predicted to score below benchmarks on the ACT. This research project aims to create a 
system o f identifying students who are predicted to be a t or ncar the benchmark ACT in Math. 
11 :45- 12:00 p.m. 
12:00 - 12:15 p.m. 
Break 
The Final Three: A mathematica l card trick 
*Dane Cravens, Dr. Robin Blankenship, Mentor, Department of Mathematics 
and Physics, College of Science 
Using the Ruby programming language, we take a look at the mathematics behind a specific card trick called "The Final 
Three". We fi rst consider how the trick works, breaking it down into its core components. We then study the significance 
of these components, and explore how the trick changes when these components are modified. 
12:15 - 12:30 p.m. The bridge to major in you: An analysis of student success in developmental 
ma them atics 
*Hunter R. Chandler, Dr. Timothy O'Brien, Mentor, Depar tment of Mathematics 
and Physics, College of Science 
Developmenta l mathematics has consis tently been a barrier to undergraduate student achievement. As expectations o f 
collegiate preparedness change, higher education must act on institution-specific barriers to sui t the needs of students. 
The purpose of this study is to discover Morehead State University's (MSU) developmental mathematics successes and 
obstacles vis-a-vis general education math course persistence, effectiveness o f modularizat ion, and predictors of student 
success in developmental math courses. Data was collected from MSU's Office o f Institutional Research and Analysis, 
College of Sc ience, and Office o f Academic Advising and Retention. When comparing developmental math cohort's 
proportional models to the observed counts of general education math courses, MSU does well to prepare developmental 
math s tudents for general education math. The modularization of developmental math was brieny inconsistent, but the 
Fall 2016 cohort performed better than previous cohorts with and without modulariza tion. A final model predicts the 
probability o f course success using signifi cant predictors. These findings suggest a well-performing developmental math 
program, but there are more measures that can be taken to continue to increase s tudent success in developmental 
mathematics. 
12:30-12:45 p.m. Programming knotty polynomials 
*Iris Johnson, Dr. Robin Blankenship, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of Science 
It has been shown that using the G2 Bracket of Skein relations on a knot can produce a polynomial that is an invariant of 
a knot. This project focuses on the process of creating the polynomia l and converting the process into an a lgorithm that is 
implemented in Python. 
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12:45 - 1:00 p.m. Mathematical crochet: A connection between acrylics and equations 
*Shelby Price, Dr. Timothy O'Brien, Mentor, MATH 499D Capstone Proj ect. Dr. 
Doug Chatham, Instructor, Department of Mathematics and Physics, College of 
Science 
Crochet is a fiber art that has been around for hundreds of years. Although the main purpose behind crochet has 
traditionally been to create necessit ies such as clothes and to provide financial support ; recent ly, crochet has been used as 
a medium through which to make mathematical models. Hyperbolic planes, which are notoriously difficult to create with 
paper, are very simple to create with c rochet. Crocheted hype rbolic planes are more durable, which a llows them to be 
used in classrooms as teaching aids. Crochet has also been used to model two-dimensional stable solutions to differential 
systems of equations, as well as to call attention to the world 's struggling reef systems with a crocheted coral reef 
system. This presentation will continue the connection berween mathematical theory and croche t techniques by 
presenting mathematical models of different types of crocheted surfaces. 
1:00-l:lSp.m. Optimization and the bus routing problem 
*Zackary B. White, Dr. Timothy O'Brien, Mentor, Department of Mathematics 
and Physics, College of Science 
The purpose of this presentation is to demonstra te the optimal path that a given number of buses should take from a 
given destination to pick up a ll chi ldren that attend Tilden Hogge Elementary School while minimizing the overall 
distance that the buses travel. Determining the path that each bus should take to minimize this distance traveled wi ll be 
explained using a clustering algorithm outlined in the presentat ion. There will also be several graphs constructed from 
Python to represent maps obtained from a graphical database. Data for student location as well as the buses starti ng point 
has been provided by Tilden Hogge Elementary School. 
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Concurrent Session - 1 st Floor Commons 
8:30 - 8:45 a.m. 
Moderator: Dr. Wayne Miller 
T he Elsa effect: Connict strategies of low, moderate, and high self-concealers 
*Katelyn S. Hane, Sarah Yo ung, Dr. Laurie L. Couch, Mentor, Department of 
Psychology, College of Science 
This study sought to explore links be tween self-concealment and strategies for dealing wi th romant ic connict. 
Specifically, because past research has suggested self-concealment may be linked to contro l, it was hypothesized 
that high levels of concealment would be related to control-based strategies when deal ing with romantic connict as 
well. To test the hypothesis, self-concealment and connic t s trategies were measured via an online survey in I 02 
college s tudents who were in romantic relationships. Then, using a multivariate analysis of variance technique, low, 
moderates, and high concealers were compared on the ir usage of six s trategies for dealing wi th romantic connict 
(e.g., compromise, avoidance, interactional reacti vity, separation, domination, and submission). Results revealed 
that levels of self-concealment were reliably associated with how partners react during re lational connict. 
Specifically, moderate effects were ob erved suggesting high self-concealers reported reacting with greater use 
of domination, separation, and interactiona l-reactivity (a ll of which are control-based strategies) than low or moderate 
self-concealers. However, no differences were observed between high, moderate, and low self-concealers for the 
conflict stra tegies of compromise, avoidance, or submission, none of which are control-based strategies. Results 
generally supported the hypothesis and will be discussed in terms of their potent ia l implications for management of 
relational confli ct. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. Low self-esteem, depression, and body dissatisfaction: A model of anorexic 
symptom development 
*Nick Dawson, Dr. Timothy Thornberry, Mentor, Department of Psychology, 
College of Science 
In a recent study (Dawson & Thornberry, 20 17), we found support for a portion of the model of eating pathology 
development proposed by Tissot and Crowther (2008). In it, socially prescribed perfectionism and self-oriemed 
perfectionism were predictors of bulimic symptomatology, and body dissatisfaction mediated thi re lat ionship. In our 
analyses, we yielded similar results when measuring anorex ic symptoms. Tissot and Crowther (2008) originally 
hypothesized that self-es teem would be long in their model; however, their hypothesis was not supported. We believe this 
may be due to the fact that they never tested self-esteem as a moderator of body dissatisfaction and eating pathology. 
Additionally, there is research indicating comorbidity between eating disorders and depression. Thus, we believe that 
depressive symptoms may become more prominem after being dissatisfied with one's body. In the current study, we 
hypothesized that in our sample self-esteem would be a moderator berween body d issatisfaction and anorexic symptoms. 
We also hypothesized that depression would be a moderator be tween the same variables. We followed the Hayes and 
Preacher (20 14) s ta tis tical method for determining moderation to test our hypotheses. Implications for identi fying and 
trea ting anorexic symptoms in college samples wi ll be discussed. 
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9:00 - 9:15 a.m. A comparison of acute withdrawal from amphetamine, morphine, and nicotine 
in r ats 
*Samuel L. Case, Terra E. Riggs, Brianna K. Ward, Drs. 1/sun White and Wesley 
White, Mentors, Department of Psychology, College of Science 
The talk will compare features of acute wi thdrawal produced by amphetamine, morphine, and nicotine. In ongoing work 
wi th nicotine, di fferent groups of rats received a series of 5-day tests. At light onset of test day I, animals received a 
control treatment, and at light onset of test day 3, they received an experimental treatment. Experimental treatme nts 
included different doses of nicotine fo llowed 30 minutes later by saline or a dopamine D I receptor antagonist. Following 
treatments, animals were placed in ind ividual open fields, and activity was monitored fo r the next 24 hours. Similar 
studies were previously done with amphetamine and morphine. Amphetamine, morphine, and nicotine acute withdrawal 
will be compared in terms of time course and intensity, capacity to be blocked by D I antagonist, and proportion of 
withdrawal-resistant animals. The comparison suggests that, though the drugs are from different classes, the mechanisms 
by which they produce acute withdrawal partially overlap. Supported by IH grant DAO 15351 and UG fellowships. 
9: J 5 - 9:30 a.m. Supporting student success: Identifying variables linked to academic difficulties 
*Taylor F. Z umwalt, Dr. Timothy Thornberry, Mentor, Departm ent of 
Psychology, College of Science 
The retention of students is a priority of every university. To improve retention, it is imperative institutions identify 
fac tors relating to posi tive academic performance. This understanding could help un ivers it ies create an envi ronment 
more conducive to student success. Previous studies indicate that factors such as financia l support, self-con fidence, and 
socia l support have been positively correlated wi th academic retention (Lotkowski, Robbins & Noeth, 2004). 
Unfortunately, there is a dearth of c urrent research exploring risk factors associated wi th negative academic outcomes. 
This study sought to explore the demographic and mental health d ifferences, if any, between students wi thin the 
academic probation program and students within the general population of students. Individua ls completed an online 
survey that included questions assessing demographic information, various aspects of mental health, and behavioral 
tendencies. Individuals were recruited from psychology courses and through the Office of Academic Advising and 
Retention. It was hypothesized that demographic variables such as low socioeconomic s ta tus, as well as mental hea lth 
fac tors, such as low perceived social support, would be correlated wi th probationary academic status. This research was 
supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowship and the Appalachian Health and Research Center Research Seed 
G rant. 
9:30 - 9:45 a.m. Divided a ttention and the dual-task paradigm 
*A dam R. Bocook1, Hannah M. Smith1, Dr. Gregory M. Corso1 and Dr. Nicholas 
Kellinlf, Mentors, 1Department of Psychology, College of Science, Morehead 
tate University, 2 Department of Psychology, College of Human Science and 
Humanities, University of Houston - Clear Lake 
The dual-task paradigm takes place when one is asked to execute two tasks (primary and secondary) simultaneously, and 
the performance o f these tasks affect e ither one or both tasks. In regards to how secondary tasks interfere with the 
performance on a primary task, Wickens (2002) proposed a four-dimensional multiple resource model that predicts 
greater degrees of interference if tasks share stages of information processing, sensory modalities, codes, and perceptual 
channels (Wickens, 2002). Taking from Wickens' model, we des igned a react ionary task (Whack-A-Mole) and a 
tracking task (Worm) which incorporate the visual modality and spatia l coding needed to make responses. In addition to 
the dual-task, participants were also asked to complete two a ttention defici t hyperactive disorder (ADHD) diagnostic 
assessments. These assessments include the Test ofVariables of Attention (TOVA) and the Continuous Performance 
Test (CPT). We hypothesized that performance on the ADHD d iagnostic assessments will correlate with performance on 
the dua l-task. Pre liminary analyses revealed a stat ist ically significant correlation between performance on the TOVA and 
performance on the dua l task, r(8) = .80, p = .0 16. 
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9:45 - 10:00 a.m. Targeting body image dissatisfaction with cognitive defusion a nd rest ructu ring 
micro-interventions 
*Rebecca Ashley, Dr. John T. Blackledge, Mentor, Department of Psychology, 
College of Science 
The effects of two common types of therapeutic techniques on reducing the psychological distress elici ted from a 
negatively self-evaluative body image s tatement generated by subjects were investigated. Subjects were asked to 
generate and write down a negative self-eva luative thought related to their body image that they found dis tressing, and to 
rate the degree of distress the thought elici ted and how believable the thought was. In the first experimenta l condition, 
subjects were given a rationale designed to help them question the veracity and applicability of negatively evaluative 
thoughts. They were then asked to engage in a commonly used cognitive defusion mic ro-intervention that involves 
violating standard language conventions. Subjects were asked to type the distressing thought into a word scrambl ing tool 
and scramble the letters in an effort to demonstrate the arbi trary nature of words. In the control condition, subjects were 
given a ra tionale tha t normalizes having negatively self-evaluative thoughts and describes some of the ways in which we 
often make inaccurate evaluations. Subjects were then asked to think logically and to look for evidence against their 
distressing thought. Pre limi nary data from 22 subjects tentatively suggest similar effects in each condition. This research 
was supported by an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
10:00 - 10: IS a.m. The relationship between parent ed ucation and parent behavior 
*Kaitlyn Wilson, Tesla Henderson, Dr. Timothy Thornberry, Mentor, Department 
of Psychology, College of Science 
Studies assessing parent education find that higher parent education relates to positive effects on the parents and 
children. However, it is unclear if specific paren ting behaviors are responsible for these positive outcomes in families 
with higher levels of education . This study hypothesized that parent education directly influences the interaction between 
the parent and chi ld via the parent' s behavior. We evaluated the re la tionships between parent education levels and 
different observable interactions between parent and child using the Dyadic Parent-Child Interaction Codi ng System 
(DPI CS). Specifically, we expected to lind that higher educated parents would engage in more talk wi th their chi ld, 
would ask the ir chi ld more questions, and would praise the ir chi ld more than parents with a lower educational level. To 
test these hypotheses, we conducted two-tailed Pearson correlations and a series of ANOV As to compare mean observed 
behaviors between educational groups. Impl icat ions for c linical work with famil ies of varying educational backgrounds 
in Appalachian Kentucky wi ll be discussed. This research was funded by the Undergraduate Research Fellowship at 
Morehead State University via the Appalachian Health and Research Center Research Seed Grant. 
10:15 - 10:30 a.m. 
10:30 - 10:45 a.m. 
Break 
Lack of efficacy of a common d cwormer in Greyhound dogs 
*Katie S l111ba, Dr. Kimberly Peterson, Mentor, Department of Agricu ltural 
Sciences, College of Science 
It has been reported that pyrantel pamoate is the most effective and commonly used anthelmintic (dewormer) against 
canine intestinal parasites of the Ancylostoma species. Recent studies have reported Ancylostoma sp. resistance to 
pyrante l pamoate. The project design is to determine if Greyhound dogs in the Morehead Youth Development Center 
Greyhound Program are responding to routine anthelmintic treatments. After review of70 Greyhound medical records, 
35% of dogs were infected wi th an Ancylostoma species. After treatment with pyrante l pamoate, infection persisted. In 
the literature, S.R Kopp et ai.Nete rinary Parasito logy, demonstrates that fecal egg counts rose in both treated and 
untreated dogs when pyrantel pamoate is used. Furthermore, it has been shown that third stage Ancylostoma larvae can 
become arrested in the muscle and tissue of the animal. Companion Animal Parasite Council states that these larvae 
cannot be treated with the routine anthelmintics like pyarantel pamoate. In order to verify efficacy of anthelmint ic 
treatment, Richard Gerhold, DVM recommends that a fecal egg count is performed 7 -I 0 days after each treatment to 
determine drug efficacy. The two Greyhounds currently in the program were infected wi th Ancylostoma upon entry to 
the program and appear to be cleared from infection with an alternate anthelmintic, ivermectin. This project is supported 
by the Center for Regional Engagement Undergraduate Fellowship. 
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10:45 - 11:00 a. m. A preliminary macrolichen species inventory of the Eagle Lake watershed, 
Row an County, Kentucky 
*Kendall B. McDonald, Dr. Allen C. Risk, Mentor, Department of Biology and 
C hemistry, College of cience 
In Kentucky, lichens are understudied, with only a few inventories conducted including those in Mammoth Cave, Land 
between the Lakes, and various counties in northern and eastem regions of the state. This study focused on the Eagle 
Lake watershed located in Rowan County, Kentucky. Specimens were collected wi thin an elevation range of800-1240 
feet, in various forest and communjty types, and on bark, rock and soil substrates. The 149 collected and identi fied 
specimens comprised 58 species, 23 genera and included several rare species (for Kentucky). Eight orth American 
biogeographical distribution pattems were represented: 54% cast-temperate, 19% were Appalachian-Great Lakes, 12% 
pan-temperate, 5% east-temperate/Paci fi c Northwest, 4% Appalachian-Great Lakes/Pacific Northwest, 2% Coastal Plain, 
2% east-temperate/boreal, and 2% southeast. T his research was supported by an Undergraduate Research Fellowship at 
Morehead State Univers ity. 
11 :00 - 11: 15 a.m. Hyperglycemia induced angiogenesis 
*Stephen Nash, Dr. Darrin DeMoss, Mentor, Department of Biology and 
C hemistry, College of cience 
Angiogenesis, the intricate process of vessel expansion from preexisting vasculature, is necessary for mainta ini ng a 
functional network of vessels as metabolic conditions fluctuate. The generation of new vessels is a complex and highly 
regulated series o f events influenced by a variety of proangiogenic and antiangiogenic factors. Under normal 
physiological conditions, angiogenesis is divided into three periods- initiation, elongation, and formation. Though 
associated with a healthy vascular ne twork, angiogenesis can have negative consequences. In pro liferat ive diabetic 
retinopathy, regula tion of angiogenesis is disrupted, which resu lts in severe damage to the retina and ultimately 
blindness. Understanding the mechanisms involved in vasculature development under hyperglycemic conditions is of 
considerable c linica l signi ficance. The stimulus for angiogenesis in the diabetic retina appears to be hypoxia. The levels 
of various proangiogenic and antiangiogenic factors are like ly a ltered under hypoxic environmental conditions giving 
rise to angiogenesis. 
11 :15 - 11:30 a.m. Mobi us in the classroom 
*Brittany Rose, Dr. Randy Ross, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of Science 
The Mobius strip, a deceptively complex geometric structure, has been admired by scientists and mathematicians for 
over 150 years for its unique properties. Construction of the Mobius Strip is an elementary task that can be used to teach 
students of all ages about 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional figure properties (especially circles and cylinders), genera l 
and geometric topology, investigat ive mathematics, homeomorphism, etc. The Mobius Strip can also be used in the 
classroom as a literary metaphor for deceptive complexity and the idea of"impossibility". This paper wi ll explore the 
structure's application in the classroom, both litera lly and metaphorically. 
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11 :30 - 11 :45 a.m. Softball from a sta tistical standpoint 
*Kay/a McGuffey, Dr. Chris Schroeder, Mentor, Department of Mathematics a nd 
Physics, Coll ege of Science 
The sport of sof1ball has always been overlooked when it comes to statistics since baseball is America's favorite pastime. 
This presentation looks directly into sof1ball statis tics and looks at some of the best softball players in the Ohio Valley 
Conference based on last year's s tatistics. This data is examined through a program that was modified specifically for the 
so f1ball teams in the Ohio Valley Conference and their hi tting statistics. This program randomly simulates an inning 
based off the statistics from each o f the team's top hitters in 20 I 6. We will look at the comparison of runs scored for the 
team's line up versus the top hitter's at bats as well as compare the individual player performances being modeled. This 
research was supported by the Ohio Valley Conference Sports Website a long with the guidance of Dr. Schroeder. 
11 :45 - 12:00 p.m. Using algorithms to create solutions to th e school bus routi ng problem 
*Zachary D. Edmonds, Dr. Timothy O'Brien, Mentor, Department of 
Mathematics a nd Phys ics, College of Science 
The School Bus Routing Problem (SBRP) pe rtains to the issue of building and implementing routes on which school 
buses transport students from their homes to school, using available resources. The SPRP is a particular type of the 
extensively researched Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). Similar to the YRP, existing S PRBs have extremely diverse 
constrains such as the longest time or distance of a possible route, heterogeneous vs. homogeneous bus Oeets and single 
vs. multiple schools. By nature, these routing problems are NP-Hard problems in which possible solutions and thus time 
required to ensure the optimal solution increase exponentia lly with the size of the problem. Therefore, this research is 
meant to lind a solution that is significantly more effi cient than a non-computer-assis ted solution, but not necessarily the 
best possible solution. This research considers a problem consisting of creating routes to service students of one 
elementary school in Rowan County, Kentucky. The methods in this study involve utilizing several a lgori thms to create 
a feasible solution to this SBRP. 
12:00 - 12: 15 p.m. Expa nsion of the prime cube mathema tical game 
*Katie Bamberger, Dr. Vivian Cyrus, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of Science 
The purpose of this paper is to expand on the Prime Cube Mathematical Game and to explore the association wi th n-
sided polygonal pyramids. This paper wi ll delve into prime numbers and their association with each other. We will 
explore prime complements and their relevance to the Prime Cube game. Prime complement sets wi ll be defined and 
related to the minimum and maximum number of legal moves of a game. 
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8:30 - 8:45 a.m. 
Concurrent Session- 4th Floor Tower 
Moderator: Dr. Robert Albert 
An inductive study of percei ed susceptibility to unethical behavior 
*Sydney Gebka, Dr. Johnathan K. Nelson, Mentor, School of Business 
Administration, College of Business and T echnology 
Ethics scandals and research provide evidence that everyone is capable of making unethical decisions. Despite this 
though, many people tend to think of themselves as highly ethica l. However, there is often a gap between how ethical 
people are compared to how ethical they perceive themselves to be. While research has focused on reasons why we fail 
to live up to our highest ethical ideals, we believe it is important to examine those situations where we are aware this gap 
and our capacity to engage in unethical behavior. We referred to this awareness as perceived susceptibility to unethical 
behavior and conducted an inductive research study to develop a model of behaviors and outcomes associated with it. 
We examined the perceptions people have of themselves and the actions they take as a result of experiencing perceived 
susceptibility to unethical behavior. We discuss the implications of perceived susceptibil ity to unethical behavior for 
creating a greater openness for individuals to discuss ethical temptations, and to be more open to interventions for 
promoting ethical behavior. This research was supported by the MSU UG Fellowship program and a MSU Research and 
Creative Productions Grant. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. An automated machine vision based sorting system for inspection of 
industrial fasteners 
*Cody Garcia, Dr. Nilesh Joshi, Mentor, School of Engineerin g and Information 
Systems, College of Business and Technology 
In automotive fastener industry, thousands of parts are shipped on a daily basis to fill customer orders. The sort ing 
process before shipping is an important task to avoid accidental mixing of different parts from different orders. Majority 
of high volume parts are screened through large-scale, expensive sorting machines. On the other hand, some low volume 
parts are still hand sorted in the industry. It is cost and time prohibitive to send low volume parts through large machines 
that are tooled and programed to constantly run high volume orders. Thus, many companies use hand sorting techniques 
instead for low volume parts, which is very inefficient. Humans frequently make errors on monotonous tasks such as 
sorting tiny parts that are similar to one another. This becomes a quality control issue. The goal of this research is to 
design, build, and test a small and inexpensive sorting machine prototype that can replace many current hand sorting 
processes used on low volume products. This project is supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
9:00 - 9:15a.m. Design engineering - Delta robot applications for training 
*Michael Tyler Edlin, +Adolfo Enrique Samudio Cano, Kaleb Toller, Dr. Jorge 
Alberto Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of Engineering and Information Systems, 
College of Business and Technology 
WHAT WAS DONE AND WHY? WHAT WAS FOUND? WHAT DOES IT MEAN? The Delta Robot 
Technical Training for industrial robots has been a concern in automation attributable to production cost, soflware, 
and fee for training. For a school to purchase an industrial robot, one must have setup space for work stations and be 
capable of affording each unit. Work space for stations and affordability has been a leading cause in why students 
lack hands on experience with robots in an industrial environment. Our team is providing research with design and 
manufacturing an affordable robot using SolidWorks 3D CAD design software, 3D printers, and the HAAS CNC 
Machine. Fully Designed in 3D software a transfer of the Delta Robot can be a ltered from reality into virtual rea lity. 
Virtual and Augmented Reality has offered opportunities to provide hands on experience to students from industrial 
equipment without the possibility of ever touching the unity. We have found by producing a virtual environment to 
simulate real world applications is a safe way of training students for operation control, maintenance, and 
programming. Thus, training for automation transforms from an exclusive limited source to an opportunity in the 
number of certifications increasing through virtual reality. 
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9:15 - 9:30 a.m. Virtual scenario for samplin g of phytoplankton in lakes 
+Damaris Garda-Gracia, Dr. Jorge Alberto Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of 
Engineering a nd Information Systems, College of Business a nd Technology 
The phytoplankton is in decline on the planet, annually it gets reduced by I% because of climate change. This 
microorganism influences the abundance and biodiversity of marine organisms, motive for which its analysis is 
important. Consists of obtaining a volume of water, generally a liter, the depth of which the sample is normally 
taken depends on the method . Nevertheless, the most common limitations in higher education institutions of 
environmental Science are related to the lack of time and resources necessary for each student to travel to training 
locations and perform sampling of phytoplankton in lakes. This factors have an adverse effect in the formation of 
students. The design of a virtual scenario allows the student to obtain knowledge on the procedure without having to 
physically travel to the location. Economic resources are saved for students as well as institutions; this will have as a 
result the capacity to obtain the capabilities to achieve objectives in the field work. 
9:30 - 9:45 a.m. Virtual commissioning for industrial automation 
*+Saihiranmitra Mudiki, Dr. Jorge Alberto Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of 
Engineering and Information Systems, Coll ege of Business and Technology 
Virtual commissioning for industrial automation is specifically engineered to develop and program the sequences and 
automation of industrial plants in a virtual environment. Commissioning is usua lly the last step before the plant starts 
production. In vi rtual commissioning, a simulation model of the system is created to replace the real plant. The virtual 
automation plant is then connected to the real control system (PLCs), so that the simulat ion can be used simultaneously 
with the procurement and assembly to verify the design and test the control system. This allows for quicker detection of 
possible errors. The simulation reacts to the cont rol system's outputs and provides simulated inputs just like the real 
system would. This enables the engineers or even the customer to see how the system behaves through interactive 3D 
visualization, not just variables in the control programs, resulting in beller software quality and, most importantly, 
increased safety. This will help to reduce miscommun ication of design goals, desired system behavior, and information 
requirements between engineering design teams and the customer. This research was supported by MSU Graduate 
Assistantship. 
9:45 - 10:00 a.m. Design engineering- Virtual scenarios for training in automation 
*+Adolfo Enrique Samudio Cano, Michael Tyler Edline, Kaleb Toller, 
+Sahiranmitra Mudiki, Dr. Jorge Alberto Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of 
Engineerin g a nd Information Sy tern , Coll ege of Business a nd Techn ology 
WHAT WAS DONE AN D WHY? WHAT WAS FOUND? WHAT DOES IT MEAN? Every manufacturing facility 
requires preventive and corrective maintenance to their industrial equipment to maintain the performance indicators at 
the desired level. One of the limitations related to maintenance is the training of new and existing personnel. New 
personnel are unaware of the necessary steps and skills to perform maintenance on equipment. The lack of avai lable 
training equipment often requires either shulling down operations which cost the industry money and/or putting trainees 
and other employees in potentially dangerous situations if mistake are made during live operations without previous 
tra ining. At the educational level, students lack the proper industrial level training due to the lack of training equipment 
and high budget constraints. Universities often train students wi th obsolete equipment and or lower level tra ining stations 
compared to those used at an industrial level. For the e reasons virtual scenarios for maintenance are proposed. The 
potential of these laboratories lies in their ability to carry out industrial personnel training in a sa fer and more efficient 
way without the limitations of equipment availability and budget constraints. Virtual scenarios lower the cost of 
maintenance, increase safety, reduce replacement costs for obsolete equipment and open up options for online training. 
Virtual scenarios for maintenance are able to provide these new possibilities since components possess the physical, 
electrical, and mechanica l characteristics of industry necessary to simulate real behavior without the limitations of 
having to acquire and maintain a physical laboratory or industrial space reserved for training. 
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10:00 - 10:15 a.m. Virtual reality scenario for soil sampling 
+/tze/ Adame-Gard a, Dr. Jorge Alberto Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of 
Engineering and Information Systems, College of Business a nd Technology 
Ground pollut ion is the incorporation of strange materials such as trash, toxic waste and chemical products; causes of 
degradatio n and e rosion of the ground. This produces physical, chemical and biological imbalance; which causes 
alterations in the fert ility without having efficient agriculture, reason for which doing testing and sampling in the lab is 
necessary. This tool is efficient to analyze the quality of the ground . Nevertheless, superior education in Mexico presents 
limitations for students to be trained in sampling due to the lack of equipment and high costs. For this reasons the design 
and implementation of a vi rtual reality scenario is proposed for sampling, with these students from environmental and 
agricultural Science can learn the process before getting to the study site. It 's necessary to have the knowledge before 
getting a sample, since without the knowledge resources and time can be wasted. This vi rtual scenario will reduce time 
and costs. The institutions will be obligated to improve their teachi ng methods for the formation of students with a focus 
on scientific research, technological innovation and creativi ty to achieve economic, cultural and environmental 
development. 
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8:30 - 8:45 a.m. 
Concurrent Session - 5th Floor Tower 
Moderator: Dr. C hri Miller 
The differences in memory between experts and novices 
*Jeremiah Halter, Dr. David Long, Mentor, Department of Middle Grades and 
Secondary Education, College of Ed ucation 
I performed and analyzed two interviews in order to compare the differences in novice and expert thinking in 
mathematics. One was wi th a novice, and the other with an expert on the topic of derivatives. In both cases, the subjects 
had confessed to not having to work with derivati ves for a while. The novice answered in a re latively quick fashion to 
each question, while the expert took time to think about an answer. Throughout the interview, the differences in the 
answer time between the expert and novice, the quality of the answers of each, and the thought processes revealed in 
their answers, reveal that experts have a better abil ity to recall information regarding to the "big idea," while novices are 
more apt to remembering the specific contexts the "big idea" was used in. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. Why can't we retain principals and teachers in our schools? 
+Crystal A. Fultz, +Brandon E. Richards, Dr. Michael Kessinger, Mentor, 
Department of Foundational and Graduate Studies in Education, College of 
Education 
For some time in the United States, attaining employment as a school administ rator or teacher meant obtaining a reliable 
and most like ly permanent educational posit ion. School admi nistrator and teacher retention has become a problem in 
education, as they are not staying in the classroom nor the school they currently work in. Nearly half of a ll teachers are 
currently leaving the classroom within their first five years o f teaching (Ingersoll, 2003). This capstone was to determine 
wha t issues exist that might cause school leaders to leave their schools within the fi rst two years as well as what issues 
contributed to teachers leaving their schools. Factors studied included the culture and achievement of the school and the 
field experience provided to teachers and aspiring school leaders. The areas of leadership, support, and work 
environment will all be factors in this s tudy. A random survey was issued to Kentucky educators to receive their 
feedback, which was used to c reate solutions to the issue of retention rates. 
9:00 - 9:15 a.m. The des ign and implementation of a peer mentoring progr am for international 
students at Morehead State University 
+Done// C. Murray, Dr. Jeannie Justice, Mentor, Department of Founda tional 
and Graduate Studies in Ed ucation, College of Education 
Peer mentoring is a way to help guide and form valuable relationships between two or more students and plays an 
important role in the success, both academically and socia lly, of students. At Morehead State Universi ty (MSU), the 
International Peer Mentoring Program (IPMP) was designed and implemented in the Fall of20 16to assist in the 
academic and socia l integration o f international s tudents. Twenty-seven peer mentors were selected based on leadership 
and organizational ski lls in connecting twenty-seven peer mentees to the MSU community. Many of the twenty-seven 
peer mentors described thei r mentoring as a mult i-faceted endeavor in which guidance, friendship and teaching served as 
a model for the founda tion of IPMP. Communication was an important tool in this implementation and e-mentoring and 
a face- to-face model were constructed to interface the academic and social integration. Penzu, an online journal, allowed 
the peer mentors and the peer mentees to detail events and captivate whi le enjoyi ng their experiences. The academic 
connection enabled peer mentors and peer mentees to join other peer mentors and peer mentees that needed th is 
assistance while uti lizing BlackboardTM course management system as the academic tool. Interna tional Student Support 
Services provided colleague and student support for this implementa tion. 
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Concurrent Session - Seminar Room A Room 306 
8:30 - 8:45 a.m. 
Moderator: Dr. William G reen 
Canad a and the trans-pacific pa rtnership : Economic implications and 
geopolitical adva ntage 
*Max J. Prowant, Dr. William Green, Mentor, Department of History, 
Philosophy, Politics, Intern ational Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill Coll ege of 
Arts, Humanities and ocial Sciences 
Twenty-five years a fter the implementation of the orth American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A), Canadians will 
have to decide whether to ratify a major trade deal , the Trans-Pac ific Partnership, which will join together the twelve 
Paci fic rim countries into one free trade zone. Aller seven years of secret negotiations, the document was fina lized in 
October, 2015 and will be deliberated in and ratified by each of the twelve countries. If ratified the T PP will be Canada's 
largest multilatera l free trade agreement to date. While many Canadians view the T PP as an essential extension o f 
NAFT A, others doubt its abi li ty to protect the environment, workers' rights, and human rights. This presentat ion will 
argue that it is in the best interest of Canadians for the Liberal Party government to ra tify the TPP on the basis of the 
measurable and unquantifiable economic success of AFT A and the geopolitica l advantages of the agreement. 
8:45 - 9:00 a.m. Canada's middle east policy: From milita ry to humanitarian engagement 
*Tyler Syck, Dr. William Green, Mentor, Department of History, Philosophy, 
Politics, International tudies and Legal Studies, Caudill Coll ege of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
Once a land of mystery and beauty, the Middle East has collapsed into chaos and violence destroying hundreds of 
thousands of innocent lives. How should Canada act to alleviate the suffering and free people from the grip o f 
authoritarian governments and non-state actors, like the Islamic State (ISIS)? Canada's Middle East policy has been 
altered by the 20 15 federal e lection from military to humanitarian engagement. Justin Trudeau's Liberal Government has 
abandoned the approach taken by Stephen Harper's Conservative Government which had imposed economic sanc tions 
on Iran, severed diplomatic relations, and lis ted the nation as a state sponsor of te rrorism and had actively participated in 
air operations aga inst ISIS. Now Canada has lifted some sanc tions on Iran and has terminated combat air strikes and 
refocused its efforts on tra ining Iraqi forces and responding to the Syrian humanitarian crisis by making it a priority of 
Trudeau's Government a priority to accept Syrian refugees. 
9:00 - 9:15 a.m. Canadian tourism and the temporary foreign worker program 
*Jolmna Dorn, Dr. William Green, Mentor, Department of History, Ph ilosophy, 
Politics, International Studies and Legal tudies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Humanities and Socia l ciences 
The Canadian tourism industry has grown substantia lly since the early 2000s, has expanded its market ing worldwide, 
and has become an important part of the domestic economy. Despi te the challenges of geography, climate, and labor 
shortages, the tourism industry has grown, because the federal government created the Temporary Foreign Worker 
Program (TFWP) which permits employers to hire foreign workers for limited periods of time in remote areas as 
employees in hote ls, ski resorts, hunting and fishing lodges and in nationa l parks, positions which are difficult to fill wi th 
Canadian or permanent Canadian residents. Improvements have been made to the program making it easier for 
employers to acquire federal government approval to hire workers, but li ttle has been done to address the abuse o f 
foreign workers and their inabil ity to acquire c itizenship. In 20 16, a House of Commons Standing Committee reviewed 
the program and presented its recommendations for the Liberal Government's approval. 
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9:15- 9:30a.m. The tra ns-pacific partn er hip's impact on Canadian agriculture and the supply 
management sys tem 
*Taylor Hunt, Dr. William Green, Mentor, Department of History, Philosop hy, 
Politics, International Studie a nd Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Huma nitie and Social Sciences 
The Canadian agricultural industry has a substantial impact on the economic life o f every province and has become the 
world's fi fth largest exporter of agricultural products worldwide afler the European Union, the United States, China and 
Braz il. The Canadian agricultural sector is composed of many family farms and small agricultura l operations, which 
could be adversely effected by the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement, because the dairy and poultry sectors are 
protected by supply management programs. Canada may have to sacrifice these protectionist policies, which keep these 
agricultural sectors in business, if it participates in the TPP. Whether Canada wi ll participate in the agreement and alter 
its supply management programs will be decided in Ottawa. The Conservative Party unequivocally supports the 
agreement and the New Democratic party vehemently oppo es it , but the Liberal Government has yet to decide whether 
to participate in the Trans-Pacific Partnership. 
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Poster Session 1:15- 3:00p.m. Button Drill Room 
A lifetime of healthy living: Increasing awareness of healthy lifestyles at the 
Haldeman Community Center 
*Kyle Smith, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, Caudill 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
The health and well -being of an individual is great ly impacted by their level of understanding of the body and how it 
works. One easy and cost-effective method of promoting healthy lifestyles is to educate youth about the diverse ways 
li festyle choices can positively affect the body. This primary prevention program offered fun activities and 
demonstrations designed to increase awareness of the role diet, exercise, and li festyle choices play in general health to 
children (K-5) participating in the Haldeman Community Center's After School Program. The project was supported by 
an Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
The Olmsted Girl's art project 
*Marilyn Holmes, Dr. Joy Gritton, Mentor, Department of Art and Design, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
Many girls enrolled in the Frederick Law Olmsted South Middle School (the only public a ll-girls school in Jefferson 
County) face difficult challenges. The academic performance of the student body is regarded as "needing improvement" 
by state assessment standards (it ranks 44.3% on the "Next Generation Learners" scale) and with 85% o f the children 
qualifying for a free or reduced lunch (the rate for Jefferson County district wide is 62%), it is clear that poverty is a 
factor in the opportunities these girls have to meet their full potential. The Olmsted Girl's Art Project fosters the personal 
and creative growth of these girls through collaborative workshops and group exhibi tions (on-site and on-l ine) with 
women of color enrolled in Kentucky's post-secondary institutions. These activities allow college students to have a 
dialogue with Olmsted students-to talk about the artwork displayed in their school, to answer questions about what it is 
like to attend college, and for both groups of students to honor their accomplishments and share future plans and dreams. 
This project was funded by a Kentucky Foundation for Women Art Meets Activism Grant and aUG Fellowship. 
The semantic awakening: An anthology of translations 
*Amina Anwar, Sydney Cook, Elizabeth Von Mann, Cailin Wile, Dr. Philip 
Krumm rich, Mentor, Department of Communication, Media and Languages, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
Four students of the George M. Luckey Honors Program served as editors for an anthology of translated texts. Primarily, 
fictional works that had never been translated before were included since they further the availabili ty of outstanding 
world literature. Translations are useful since they allow individuals to gain a broader worldview by increasing 
understanding, appreciation and respect for other cultures. The submissions were received in a variety of languages 
(Spanish, French and Latin and genres (poems, short stories, plays). Aspects of compiling these submissions into an 
anthology such as recruiting contributors, editing, formatting, publishing and the challenges they presented are 
addressed. This project achieved support from the George M. Luckey Honors Program. 
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Developing translationa l skills 
*Jeffery Couch, Dr. Philip Krummric/1, Mentor, Department of Communication, 
Media and Languages, Caudill Coll ege of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
For my undergraduate research I chose a project in wri tten translation as a way of developing my skills in my field. I had 
taken a class on literary translation and felt ready for a bigger challenge. After this realization I met with my professor 
and discussed the possibility of working on a translation with the hope of being published. Upon completion of my 
translation J was approved for publication in a student anthology. My poster will describe the process and materials that I 
used to translate " Resguardo Persona l" by Paloma Pedrero from Spanish into English. 
Helping non-native speakers adjust to the English-language classroom 
*Jessica Hall, Dr. Philip Krummrich, Mentor, Departm ent of Communication, 
Media and Languages, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
The objective of this project was to determine the best methods to prepare educators to help children whose nati ve 
language is not English. The hypothesis of this project is based upon the theory that chi ldren learn best when put in a 
situation requiring them to communicate wi th others via interactive and hands on acti vit ies such as games, crafts, and 
books. Essentially, the theory behind the hypothesis is that if children are able to do the things in class that they would be 
doing on a dai ly basis and are intrigued by their environment and engaged in the acti vities in which they are 
participa ting, they will be more like ly to develop an interest and maintain their focus as they adjust to Eng lish language 
instruction. This research is supported by an undergraduate research fellowship made available through the Morehead 
State Academic Honors Program. 
The journey of planning to implementing: R eestabli hing the Eta Epsilon 
chapter of Lambda Pi Eta 
*Madison Wallace, Morgan Getchell, Mentor, Department of Communication, 
Media and Languages, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
An organization is only as strong as it foundation. Therefore, reestablishing an organization like Lambda Pi Eta- a 
highly selective communications honors society for undergraduate s tudents that have achieved a high level of academic 
excellence- requires an ample amount of time, ene rgy and planning. Public relations and event planning are critical 
elements in the success ofbuilding a s trong foundation and were pivotal to the reestablishment of the Eta Epsilon chapter 
of Lambda Pi Eta. 
T he effect of dog training on dog adoption 
*Natalie Young, Dr. Philip Krummrich, Mentor, Departm ent of Communication, 
Media and Languages, Caudill Co llege of Arts, Humanities and Socia l ciences 
This research aims to study how training dogs at the local animal she lter a ffects thei r chances of getting adopted, as well 
as what train ing method works the most efficiently to do so. Field research was conducted at the Tri County Animal 
Shelter in C learfield, Kentucky. With this field research, individual dogs were chosen and trained using a general 
training method. During and after their training, each potential adopter that showed an interest in that certain dog was 
given information on the behavioral progress the dog had made and the general demeanor of the dog. After sufficient 
fie ld research had been conducted, additional data was gathered in regards to the success of simi lar programs, volunteer 
activity at various animal she lters in Kentucky, and more effective training methods. Upon completion of this research, 
the fmdings are to be presented and shared through several online out lets in the hopes that these methods of training can 
be employed, savi ng the lives of shelter dogs. I would like to thank Louise Cooper from the Center for Regional 
Engagement for her contributions to this research. 
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Analysis of gunpowder mill explosions in the United Sta tes from 1800-1865 
*Zachary Coots, Dr. Gary O'Dell, Mentor, Department of History, Philosophy, 
Poli t ics, Intern ational Studies and Legal Studies, Caudill College of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Sciences 
The manufacture of gunpowder has been a significant industry in the United States from the post-Revolut ionary period 
to the end of the nineteenth century, when traditional "black powder" was replaced by "smokeless" powder. T he product 
being highly combustible and explosive, the occupation was an extremely dangerous one. Consultation of historic 
newspaper archives located more than I 00 powder mill explosions tha t took place in the Uni ted States during the period 
1800- 1865. The information contained in these accounts has been analyzed to determine the causes, magnitudes, and 
socioeconomic impacts of these explosions and relate this to the technological evolution of the industry. 
Accents and prosodic phrasing influence wh-question in terpretation 
*Joe Castle, *Torianne Crouch, *Katherine Griffitts, Dr. Katy Carlson, Mentor, 
Depar tment of English, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Socia l Sciences 
In a wh-question such as "When did Louisa say that she hurt her ankle?," the wh-word when can attach to and modi fy 
the nearest verb ("hurt") or the earlie r verb ("say"). We hypothesized that a prosodic boundary between "say" and the 
that-clause would increase the choice of attaching to the first verb, because the wh-word and that word would be in the 
same prosodic phrase. We also predicted that accenting either verb should increase the attachment to that verb. In an 
auditory questionnaire, 52 subjects listened to 20 questions o f th is type that va ried in the absence or presence of a 
prosodic boundary, and whether the fi rst or second verb was accented . They chose between two interpretations of the 
question, indicating attachment to the firs t or second verb. As we thought, accenting verb I wi th a prosodic boundary led 
to a 63% verb I attachment rate, while verb 2 accents and no boundary led to a 46% verb I attachment rate. The other two 
conditions were intermediate . Overall, the data shows that both accenting and prosodic boundaries influenced 
attachment, supporting work on other sentence s tructures. This research was partia lly supported by NICHD 
Rl 5HD0727 13 and NIH 5P20GMI03436-13 grants. 
Young writers eastern Kentucky 
*Taryn Syck, Dr. Alison Hruby, Mentor, Department of English, Caudill College 
of Arts, Hum anities and Social Sciences 
The objective of this qualitative interview study is to generate knowledge teachers can use to create classroom 
environments that foster the craft of writing beyond the learn ing o f rules and formulas. Since the advent of standardized 
testing as the primary tool for measuring school success in kinde rgarten through high school graduation, writing 
instruction in high schools has increasingly become about mastering formulas and rules instead of about producing a 
variety of genres for an array of audiences. Because writers do much more than depend on formulas when creating 
written text, hig h school English teachers would benefit from understanding more about young people 's behaviors and 
preferences as writers. To meet the objective of the study, we will interview 30 high school students in eastern Kentucky 
about their writing habits and predilections. 
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The Giver and I Never Saw Another Butterfly, lighting design 
*Blaine Roberts, Paul Yeates, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre and Dance, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
Student c reated light ing design for The Giver and I Never Saw Another Butterfly. This lighting design had to be created 
to work cohesively for both shows, which were being performed in a single evening. The designer had to create a plot 
and color scheme that would work interchangeabl y. This inc luded hanging, focusing, patching lights, and writing cues 
for both shows. The end result being Irene Ryan nomi nations for both shows. 
Jackson & Wallace: An original play 
*Blaine Roberts, Denise Watkins, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre and Dance, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
A look into the world of playwriting, focusing on existentia lism. Fo llowing the lives of five individual s we see how 
seeming ly meaning less interactions change the course o f lives. This play poses the question o f purpose; the purpose of 
each indi vidual life, chance meetings, and the purpose of the play itself. By researching styles such as realism and 
ex istentia lism this playwright hopes to master all s tyles. The result : an altogether new genre. 
Analyzing plays and collecting monologues: Teaching theatre to high school 
students 
*Erin Long, Denise Watkins, Mentor, School of Music, Theatre and Dance, 
Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
This project involved reading a range of plays that could be taught in a high school theatre c lass. These plays include: 
T he Glass Menagerie, by Tennessee Will iams; Silent Sky, by Lauren Gunderson; A Midsummer Night's Dream, by 
William Shakespeare; A Piece ofMy Heart, by Shirley Lauro; and A Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine Hansberry. There 
are two parts to each play analysis: the monologue collection, and the play' s information and analysis. The monologues 
collected are ones that high school students can use for auditions and class projects. Monologues selected will be 
organized by sex, age, genre, and length. Other character and monologue information will be included, if applicable. The 
second section will have information about each play read. This information will include a brief summary of the play, 
and any re levant informat ion about the play or playwright. This section will also include brief lesson plans. These will be 
the beginning of lessons that are inspired by the play. The end goal of this proj ect is to create a vast collection of plays 
myself or other high school teachers could use in classrooms, to have a wider variety of plays to get students inte rested in 
theatre. 
Encycloreedia: A beginning guide to oboe reed making 
*Timothy Blake Johnson, Dr. Thomas Pappas, Mentor, School of M usic, Theatre 
and Dance, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences 
This study examines the process, techniques, and materials needed to make high qua lity oboe reeds. Oboists use a double 
reed, a piece of cane which has been folded in half and then tied onto a metal tube. The specific requi rements of oboe 
reeds vary from person to person and so it is necessary for serious oboists to learn how to make the ir own. The process is 
very difficult to master and can onl y be learned through practice. All major texts on oboe reed making were studied to 
detennine what was missing from each so that the issues could be resolved in this guide. This guide provides the 
beginning reed maker with preparatory exercises designed to make the process easier to comprehend. Detai led 
photographs of the ent ire process, a long wi th diagrams of oboe reeds are included to make the process understandable 
for the beginning student. Tenninology relevant to the process has been explained in fu ll as it perta ins to each section of 
the text. This project was made possible through the support of the Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
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The layout, str ucture, and construction of ancient Mayan residentia l structures 
*Alex Jetter, *Sean Daugherty, *Mitchell Grothaus, Dr. Timothy Hare, Mentor, 
Department of Sociology, Socia l Work and Cr iminology, Caudill College of 
Ar ts, Humanities and Socia l Sciences 
During the 20 15 and 201 6 fie ld seasons, we used unmanned aerial vehicles (UA Ys/drones) to map sites surrounding the 
region ofMayapan in the Norther Yucatan, and c reate 3D models o f these sites. Complete horizonta l excavations of 
severa l rura l house groups were completed . These homes varied widely in size and architectural type, re flecting the 
hierarchical structure of Mayan society, consisting of commoners, e lites, and royalty. Both commoner and e lite homes 
were very simi lar in layout and grouping, but were starkly different when it came to qua li ty of the archi tecture and 
build ing materia ls. This research was supported by The Craft Academy and the Brennan Foundation. 
Mapping and 3D modeling of Mayapan 's monumental center 
*Madison Cissell, *Samantha Mclnteer, Dr. Timothy Hare, Mentor, Department 
of Sociology, Social Work and Crimi nology, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities 
and Social Sciences 
During our 20 16 field season, we mapped and created 3D models of Mayapan's monumental cente r and severa l major 
architectura l features. Located in the Northern Yucatan approximate ly 40km south o f modern Merida, Mexico, Mayapan 
was the largest ancient Maya politica l capita l of the Postclass ic Period and was one of the most densely nucleated o f a ll 
Maya cit ies. It was a key center of political, religious, and economic activi ty. Mayapan's monumental zone is re latively 
small , but contains a dense collection of temples, colonnaded halls, palaces, altars, and addition structures. We used 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UA Ys/drones) to carry photographic equipment to collect both vertical and oblique photos 
and videos of the consolidated archi tecture. The resulting images were processed in photograrnmetric software to 
generate an orthorecti fi ed photo mosaic and several 3D models major architectura l features. These products were 
integrated into a Geographical information (GIS) to facil itate analysis. In thi s poster, we outl ine the technology and data 
processing workflow used and d isp lay the resulting products. This research was supported by The Craft Academy and 
the Brennan Foundation. 
Mapping and 3D Modeli ng of a terminal postclassic site in the Northern 
Yucatan 
*Rebekah Vermillion, Grace Eden, Cullen Beard, Dr. Timothy Hare, Mentor, 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and Criminology, Caudill College of 
Arts, H umaniti es and Socia l Sciences 
During our 20 16 field season, we mapped and created 3D models of several si te in the Northern Yucatan that were 
scheduled for destruction due to highway expansion. We used unmanned aerial vehic les (UA Vs/drones) to carry 
photographic equipment to collect both vertical and oblique photos of the site. The resulting photos were processed in 
photogrammetric software to genera te an orthorectified photo mosaic and a 3D model o f the entire area. These products 
were integrated into a GIS to facilitate analysis. In this poster, we outline the technology and data processing workflow 
used and display the resulting products for a Terminal C lass ic settlement. The settlement consists o f a large platform on 
which approximately twelve structures are located. Our map encompasses, the platform, architectura l remains visible on 
the ground surface, and salvage excavations from several structures and into sections of the platform. This research was 
supported by The Craft Academy and the Brennan Foundation. 
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UA V-bascd arc haeological r esea rch in the Northern Yucatan during the 2016 
fi eld sea so n 
*Zebulon Hart, Alex Vermillion, Garret Jones, Dr. Timothy Hare, Mentor, 
Department of ociology, Social Work a nd C riminology, Caudill College of 
Arts, Huma nitie and Socia l Science 
During our 20 I 6 field seasons, we mapped and created 3D models of numerous excavation sites specifically along a 
stretch of the Techo-Ochil Highway, near Mayapan in the Norther Yucatan. Complete horizontal excavations of several 
rural house groups were conducted. We used unmanned aeria l vehicles {UA Vs/drones) to carry photographic equipment 
to collect both vertical and oblique photos as well as videos. The resu lting images were processed in photogrammetric 
sofiware to generate orthorectified a irphoto mosaics and 3D models of each fieldwork location. These products were 
integrated into a Geographical Information System (GIS) to evaluate their accuracy and precision, and ultimately to 
facili tate ana lysis. In this poster, we outline the technology and data processing work flows used, identify many sites of 
interest, and report results of tests of product quality. This research was supported by The Crall Academy and the 
Brennan Foundation. 
Male peer support theor y: Murder a nd sexua l assault 
*Albina Laskovt ov, Dr. Rebecca Kat:, Mentor, Depa rtment of Sociology, Social 
Work a nd Criminology, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities and Social ciences 
The preva lence of sexual assault across a varie ty of allegedly sacrosanct social institut ions, including college campuses, 
the military, re ligious, and policing institutions, reveals a serious social problem (Benedict, 1998; Ross, 20 15). This 
includes police shootings of minority group members revea ling that African Americans are three and ha lf times as likely 
to be shot by police compared to whites (Ross, 20 15). The problem of sexual assault on college campuses reveals that 
eighty-five colleges and universi ties mishandled cases of sexual assault (Cleary Center for Security on Campus, 20 17). 
For example, the University of Montana and the city of Missoula are under a DOJ consent decree for fail ing to protect 
women victims. This research conducted a qual itative narra ti ve analysis of online newspapers and magazines, 
Department Consent Decrees of law enforcement agencies, watchdog groups searching for reports of police violence and 
sexual assault as well as University sexua l assaults by athletes and fraternity group members. Interviews with rape 
victims and an exploration of rape survivors accounts in "We Believe You" were a lso reviewed. Findings revealed 
evidence that male peer support theory and structured action theory explain male police and Univers ity athletes and 
fraterni ty members' perpetrat ion of physical and sexua l vio lence. 
Police violence and the emergence of the black live matter social movement 
*Ivan Benitez, Dr. Rebecca Katz, Mentor, Department of Sociology, Socia l Work 
and C rimin ology, Caudill College of Arts, Humanities a nd Social Sciences 
Extant research illu trates the di proportionate negative effects of implicit racial bias in policing on young black males 
(Ridgeway, 2006). Specifically, Black males are more likely to be victims of police brutality than other groups 
(Gabrielson, Jones, & Sagara, 20 14; Blair, Judd, Chapleau, 2004). The result has been a growing sense of the 
illegitimacy of between law enforcement and residents of black communities. Using a mixed method approached we 
quantitatively analyzed the 2008 and 20 II Police Public Contact Survey, while qualitatively analyzing socia l media and 
news reports of the Black Lives Matter movement. Quant itative findings illustrate that being a young Black or Hispanic 
male predicted police use of excessive force. Furthermore, whites were more like ly to bel ieve that police searches were 
legal compared to Blacks and Hispanics. The shooting death ofTrayvon Martin at the hands of George Zimmerman 
resulted in the inception of the Black Lives Matter movement. However, the shooting death of Michael Brown in 
Ferguson Missouri and a number of subsequent shooting deaths of young black males by police around the nation have 
infused on-going protests and the growth of the Black Lives Matter social movement aimed at improving civi l rights for 
people of color, sexual minorities, and the poor. 
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Associa tion between la w en fo rce m ent a nd m edi a portraya l 
*Mackenzie Tucker, Josh Richmond, Dr. Elizabeth Perkins, Mentor, Dep artm ent 
of ociology, Social Work a nd Criminology, Caudill College o f A rts, Humanities 
a nd Social Sciences 
The media has a strange way of altering socie ties perception about certain subjects. On and off throughout history, the 
media has shown many different views of Law Enforcement. Oflen ti mes when the media depicts Law Enforcement in a 
negative light, society can catch on to th is portraya l and generalize it to all other police officers, and police organizations. 
However, the negative aspect that they show is only to grab the a ttention of its viewers, and oflen leaves out important 
details about events that occur with law en forcement. In order to test this theory that the media can greatly impact 
societal views, we developed a survey, of approximately 150 people, to gather information about society and its views of 
law enforcement based on media portrayals. From social media to multiple news outlets as well as to television shows, 
the media has the abi lity to display Law Enforcement in any form that they wish. We are hoping to be able to connect the 
responses from the survey to establish that the media has influenced the way people view Law Enforcement, rather it be 
positive or negative. If our hypothesis is correct, this could help explain the current st rain between police and society. 
Exploring young ad ul t m a les ' vuln erability to the sex trafficking industry in a 
rural state 
*McKinley Flint, Matthew Belcher, Kevin Shankle, Dr. Elizabeth Perkins, Mentor, 
Dep a rtment of Sociology, ocia l Work and Criminology, Caudill C ollege of 
Arts, Huma nities a nd ocial ciences 
After drug-dea ling, human trafficking is tied with illegal arms dealing as the second largest criminal industry in 
the world and is the fastest growing (HHS, 2006). This $32 billion-dollar-a-year industry is thought to affect more than 
30 million people worldwide. 
Our research project focuses on data collected through interviews with 40 homeless adult males aged 17-22, in 
Louisville, KY to achieve a clearer understanding of the nature and scope of male sex trafficking in the state of 
Kentucky. This information is providing us with a clearer picture of the amount and types of services male vic tims of 
sex trafficking require. 
Our interview team has been conducting semi-structured, open-ended interviews with homeless young adult 
males about their background, spending habits, market involvement, customers, pimps, health and needs, experiences 
with police, and their future expectations. While this study focuses on sex trafficking we are also asking questions 
pertaining to labor trafficking as well. 
While it should be noted that our study is still ongoing, preliminary data shows: 90 percent of men we 
interviewed had experienced long term or short term homelessness, 80 percent were currently struggli ng with substance 
abuse issues, and only 50 percent had completed high school. 
Co rpora te socia l respons ibility rating agencies: Compa rin g rankings, 
m ethodolog ies, and philosophies 
*Andrew Blevins, Dr. Michelle Kunz, Mentor, School of Bu ine s Ad ministration, 
College of Business a nd Technology 
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) entai ls the approach to environmental, financial , social and philanthropic actions 
of business. Social investing considers the social good, as well as profit of a corporation when making investment 
decisions. There are several financial indexes that claim to identify the "most socia lly responsible" companies. There 
are also organizations that rank companies on social responsibi lity, holding corporations accountable, and providing the 
CSR performance information to the public. Thus, CSR rating agencies vary in purpose, methodologies and 
philosophies regarding corporate social responsibility. This project analyzes the differences in the most popular CSR 
ratings organization. 
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Roadmap to a PhD: Navigating the application process 
*Bailee Pennington, Dr. Sarah Garven, Mentor, School of Business 
Administration , College of Business and Technology 
This article serves as a roadmap for account ing practitioners and students who have made the decision to pursue a PhD in 
accounting and seek guidance in navigating the application process. In it we outline common admission requirements 
that may prevent or delay acceptance into a program, circumstances that may impede the progress of the application 
process, important decisions to make during the process, and how to position oneself to be a prime candidate for 
consideration. 
MSU coll ege students' perceptions and concerns of studying abroad 
*Jordan Bach, Drs. Janet Ratliff and Steve Chen, Mentors, School of Business 
Administration, College of Busine s and Technology 
The purpose o f this research study was to identify the perceptions and concerns of college students whi le s tudying 
abroad. The study was conducted with 52 Morehead State University college students from a variety o f majors in both 
graduate and undergraduate levels. Data collection occurred in Spring 201 6. Between these 52 students, the re were two 
different educationa l study abroad experiences, one to England, Ire land, and Wales in May and one to Germany and 
Switzerland in June of2016. The survey instrument used for this study was divided into nine categories: career and 
socia l, diversity and finance, language, importance o f study abroad, academic learning, travel issues, indi vidual multi-
development , appreciation for trave l, and overa ll satis faction. This study demonstrated differences in gende r and 
locations among the s tudents who traveled on these two educationa l study abroad experiences. The results from the 
surveys provided us with infonnation regarding wha t students valued most about studying abroad and wha t their 
perceptions and concerns were a fter learning a business-focused curriculum traveling abroad. T he results o f this research 
study indicated there was an experience gain for the students, as well as positive gains in socia l, persona l, and career 
development. Research was supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
Fi nancial literacy project of eastern Kentucky 
*Kislw Burchett, Michael Harford Mentor, School of Business Administ ra tion, 
College of Business and Technology 
After conducting extensive research on various subjects related to persona l finance, I reach out to professors 
teaching FYS course during the fa ll semester, and offered to give a one-hour presenta tion on financial literacy to their 
students. As a result, I gave 13 financial literacy presentation on campus and reached approximate ly 225 MSU studen ts. 
In order to implement this program within the region, I worked closely wi th the financ ial director of the Knott 
County Board of Education, Greg Conn, and my boss Wes llolland, local Edward Jones financia l advisor. I discussed the 
projects goals with Mr. Conn, and he invited me to Knott County Centra l High School to educate the students on basic 
financial concepts. I gave five presentations at KCC and discussed the fo llowing topics: budgeting, paying for college, 
monitoring and improving one's credit score, planning for retirement, and savings for future educat ional expenses. Wes 
Holland has arranged for me give financia l lite racy presentations at Rowan County Middle School in May, as well. 
Furthermore, Mr. Harford has guided me through this process, and insured the success of this program. This research 
was supported by the Morehead State University College of Business and Technology Undergraduate Fellowship. 
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No nprofit leadership education in Appalachian universities 
*Nathan Blevins, Michael Harford, Mentor, School of Business Administration, 
Coll ege of Business and Technology 
This research looks at data from university course catalogs, the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System, and 
other sources to provide an overview of the nonprofit leadership education being offered by universities in Appalachia. 
This ana lysis gives insight into what these programs and courses teach, how the programs are organized, how many 
universities are provid ing this education, and how current education on the subject differs from that of previous years. 
This research is bene fic ia l both in assessing the s tate of nonprofit leadership education in the area, and in thinking of 
how this education might be changed or improved in the future. 
Utilization of pareto charts in engineering d esign 
*+Linya Shu, Xiaotong (Victoria) Pang, Dr. Hans Chapman, Mentor, School of 
Engineering and Information Systems, College of Business and Technology 
Engineering design is a part of the process in the product rea lization that aim to generate and develop the best 
product to satisfy customer needs before manufacturing. The design phases including: (I) Formulation, (2) Concept 
Design, (3) Configuration Design, (4) Parametric Design, and (5) Detail Design which had been similarly proposed by 
engineering design researchers such as Pahl, Bei tz, Dixon and Poli (Eggert, 20 I 0). 
Each phase relates to various activities and decision-making processes to determine the form with g iven 
functions from customer. Thus, the uti lization of problems-so lving tools will be the inevitable requirement for 
engineering designers. The purpose of this research paper is to identify how Pareto Charts could be utilized in solving 
engineering design problems in a gene ral way inc luding the examples of other researches. 
Performance analysis of sta nd-alone hybrid energy systems in Rowan County, 
KY 
+0/mvafemi Oyeniran, *+Saihiranmitra Mudiki, Drs. Hans Chapman and Nilesh 
Joshi, Mentors, School of E ngineering and Information Systems, College of 
Business and Technology 
Clima te change, high operating costs, on estab lished energy sources and increased energy demand arc 
motivating factors that a re driving the development and use o f renewable energy sources. Solar, wind and energy 
storage systems are fast becoming sustainable a lternat ives wi th potentia ls to satisfy the load demand of the future. 
However, single renewable sources have ti me-varying characteristics without the potentia l to meet the energy demand 
over a year, hence the hybrid energy systems become even more desirable. 
This research presents a performance analysis for modelli ng, configuration and citing a s tand-alone hybrid 
system consisting of a wind turbine, photovolta ic (PY), combined heat power (CHP) and battery storage in a Rowan 
County community, Kentucky. With an average load demand that average of 5000K WH/ day and a peak load of 
400KW, the performance ana lysis is developed using MATLAB computational sofiware. The key objective is to develop 
an autonomous energy supply system capable of replacing existing coal-generated, non-renewable energy source in the 
county. 
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Mecha nical to electrical hydro-energy converter 
*Robert Rowlett, *Lindsay Childs, Dr. Hans Chapman, Mentor, School of 
Engineering and Information ystems, College of Business and Technology 
There is a pressing need to develop new energy systems. Fossil fuels are running out. T his project 
demonstrates tha t small portable hydroelectric generators are a plausible solution to energy needs. This hydroelectric 
generator functions when water is poured into the cylinders where the water compresses the spring before it rushes out 
and the spring is quickl y depressed. A water pump is a ttached to the power output to fill the containe rs again. This 
oscillating motion produces magne tic induction, and with it renewable energy. This presentation ex hibits the different 
outputs when the number of coi ls, gauge of wi re, and strength of magnets di ffers on two different designs. The next step 
of this project will be to constructing a fi nal model. 
This project can be used as a backup generator in the common house, or to power a home with a stable source 
of vertically descending water now in a larger scale design. The device can later be designed to put underground water 
now to usc for public parks. 
Photovoltaics in Eastern Kentucky: The feasibility study of abundant re newabl e 
energy resources 
*Adam Stanley, Sanghyun Lee, Mentor, School of Engineering a nd Information 
Systems, College of Business and Technology 
Photovoltaics (PV -also called solar photovoltaic devices) are used to harness the power o f the sun via the 
e lectronic process that occurs within semiconductor cells. T he solar energy is absorbed by the cells, which causes the 
e lectrons to break away from the ir a toms, a llowing them to now with in the materia l to produce e lectricity. This 
e lectricity will become the renewable energy for Kentucky, as the generation o f coal will but come to a stop within the 
near future. 
In the present work, we systematicall y studied about renewable energy resources, in particular, solar energy for 
the application ofphotovoltaic panels in Eastern Kentucky. By analyzing data from our PV cells at Morehead State 
University designed to fo llow the direction of the sun for optimized output and by incorpora ting MPPT cha rge 
controllers, we have constructed a maximum power algorithm that performs best for the locat ion. Utilizing these, 
measurements o f daily e lectricity production in comparison to the average power needed for household usc has validated 
our research. Knowing this, being a prime location we can now push to enable the advancement of renewable energy 
production and become less dependent on fossil fuels, thus creating an infrastructure that wi ll run off solar power. 
Applications of industrial robots in the classroom 
*Kaleb Toller; +Adolfo Enrique Samudio Cana; Michael Edline, Dr. Jorge A. 
Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of Engineering and Information Systems, College 
of Business a nd Technology 
Para llel robots are growing in popularity in industry for the ir agil ity and speed. Although they may have a smaller work 
space compared to serial robots they move within their workspace more quickly and efficiently. A nice bonus for 
assembly lines wi th pick and place operations. A growing concern about industria l robots in general is training. The most 
expensive portion o f the hiring process in any field is training, to tackle this issue a group of students at Morehead State 
University have created a De lta robot including a functioning teach pendant that functions and feels like a real Fanuc 
teach pendant. The teach pendant allows students to program a virtual de lta robot and run simulations and later use the 
same program o n the phys ical classroom robo t shared by mu ltiple s tudents. For half the price of a Fanuc LR Mate 200iD 
a classroom could a have a fully functioning de lta robot with ten teach pendants making industrial training affordable 
and allowing young students a competiti ve edge in the job market. 
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Design engineering delta robot applications for trainin g 
*Michael Edline, Kaleb Toller, +Adolfo Enrique Samudio Cana, Dr. Jorge A. 
Ortega-Moody, Mentor, School of Engineering and Information Systems, College 
of Business a nd Technology 
Technical Training for industrial robots has been a concern in automation attributable to production cost, soil ware, and 
fee for training. For a school to purchase an industrial robot, one must have setup space for work stations and be capable 
o f a ffording each unit. Work space for stations and affordabi lity has been a leading cause in why students lack hands on 
experience wi th robots in an industrial environment. Our team is providing research with design and manufacturing an 
affordable robot using SolidWorks 3D CAD design software, 3D printers, and the HAAS CNC Machine. Fully Designed 
in 3D software a transfer of the Delta Robot can be altered from reality into virtual reality. Virtual Rea lity has offered 
opportunities to provide hands on experience to students from industrial equipment without the possibility of ever 
touching the unity. We have found by producing a virtual environment to simulate rea l world applications is a safe way 
of training students for operation control, maintenance, and programming. Thus, tra ining for automation trans forms from 
an exclusive limited source to an opportunity in the number of cert ifications increasing through virtual rea lity. 
Will appropriate behavior continue without recognition? 
*Cassondra Tucker, Dr. Daniel Grace, Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and pecial Ed ucation, College of Education 
The behavior in first grade can be unpredictable and non-consistent. Data was collected for six weeks, to test the 
likelihood that appropriate behavior wi ll occur wi th and without incentives, as a whole class. During those six weeks, the 
week's behavior management s trategies a lternated between giving incentives for appropriate behavior and not giving 
incentives for appropriate behavior. The data collected is very intriguing. 
Seeing in color: Does colored ink increase retention of th e na mes of colors? 
*Colby Creech, Sarah Eades, Lindsey Fugate, Casey H ogg, Dr. Daniel Grace, 
Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, Elementar y and Special Education, 
College of Ed ucation 
In this study, the researchers have compared the use of colored ink on the retention of the names of color words. Students 
at this age are more concrete learners, therefore teaching them with color coded words will increase their reading 
fluency. Two groups of students have been tested, one of which received fl ashcard pract ice of colo red words in the same 
colored ink and one with fl ashcard practice of color words printed in black ink. This research took place over the course 
of six weeks in two kindergartens and two fi rst grades in eastern Kentucky. 
Effects of student choice on reading stamina 
*Joy Buckler, Dr. Daniel Grace, Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and pecial Ed ucation, College of Education 
Some literacy experts suggest that by increasing the reading s tamina of e lementary students, comprehension of text will 
also increase. Teachers in a rural eastern Kentucky school often use stamina reading strategies in a school-wide effort to 
improve literacy skills. Over the dura tion of 6 weeks, researchers collected data on the e ffect of s tudent choice in re lation 
to stamina. Students a lternated seating arrangements between structured, assigned seats to student-choice seating in an 
attempt to determine if their choice inc reased reading stamina. This research project was supported and made possible by 
the Rowan County School district. 
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The effect pre chool attendance has on kindergarten succe s 
*Kat/in Ratliff, Sharon Benton, Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and pecial Education, College of Education 
Many students come to kindergarten having experiences from being in preschool for many years whi le other students 
arrive at kindergarten with no prior school experiences. Early childhood educators oflen say that students who come to 
kindergarten with experience from preschool tend to perform much better in the classroom. In this seven-week study 
student 's behavior and academic performance in a regular c lassroom were exam ined and data was compared between 
preschool and non-preschool attending students. 
I love myself! The effects of positive self-talk on behavior 
*Marymargret Charles, Rachel Huesman, Sharon Benton, Mentor, Department of 
Ea rly Childhood, Elementa ry and Special Education, College of Education 
The only person who controls a student 's behavior is themselves. Teachers can only influence behavior in a positive or 
negative way. The question was raised : Would positive self-ta lk effect student 's behavior? The subject school uses a 
clip-up/clip-down system. The phrase, " I can make good choices. I am in control of my choices." was used to promote 
positive self-talk. The research found that students exhibi ted more desired behaviors when they participated in positive 
self-talk, as directed by the teacher, than when they did not. 
Training to be C HAMPS: How tr·aining affects behavior 
*Jennifer Caudill, Katie Clark, Brittany Moore, Mckensey Ogletree, Kimberly 
Nettleton, Mentor, Department of Ea rly Childhood, Elementary a nd Special 
Education, College of Education 
Many schools today are trying to focus on positive reinforcement rather than negati ve reinforcement. This study. was 
based on the CHAMPS (Conversat ion, Help, Activity, Movement, Participation. and Succe s) school wide system of 
behavior management used in a small elementary school in Eastern Kentucky. It examined the rewards given in this 
school. This research project focused on the effects of tra ining of faculty and staff and their distribution of rewards. Data 
on how facu lty and staff distributed rewards were collected before and afler effective training was implemented. Subject 
interviews provided enhanced understanding of implementat ion procedures 
Flexible sea ting a nd how it effects student assessment 
*Leah Oldfield, Kimberly Nettleton, Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and pecial Education, College of Education 
Traditional c lassrooms provide stationary seating; therefore, flexible seating isn ' t an option in most c lassrooms. This 
study collected data concerning s tudents' choice in types of seating such as: yoga ba lls, revolving stools, creates with a 
choice of a cushion or back support chair, and the choice of a regular classroom chair. Comparatively, in this study, third 
grade students partook in weekly spelling assessments in various seating s tyles. Throughout the six weeks of this study, 
the researcher compared spelling assessment results and the type of seating selected. This study determined how flexible 
seating affects student assessment. 
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The effects of reading aloud on off-task behavior 
*Lexie Clayton, *Rachel Chaney, Kimberly Nettleton, Mentor, Department of 
Early Childhood, Elementa ry a nd pecia l Education, College of Education 
Many educators say that most instructiona l time is gained in the morning. As the day progresses, students become less 
engaged, resu lting in an increase in off-task behavior. In this study, researchers collected da ta on 5th grade student 
behaviors from Rural Eastern Kentucky to test th is claim. Researchers examined the effects o f a reading/ listening 
s tra tegy on off-task behavior in the a fternoon in orde r to determine if the intervention would improve student 's behavio r. 
This project was supported by Rowan County Schools. 
Coloring the lights blue 
*Megan Messer, Kimberly Nettleton, Mentor, Department of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and Special Education, College of Education 
Reading instruction in an elementary c lassroom is extremely important. In most classrooms any kind of independent 
work leaves room for a large amount o f off task behaviors. Students are often subjected to bright nuorescent lighting 
during th is time and students often request to turn them off. This is impract ical, as removing light results in a classroom 
that is too dark for learn ing. Studies on light and color suggest that they have a s trong effect on behavior, mood, and 
concentration. This s tudy, completed in a spl it 2 nd/3rd grade classroom in Rowan County, examined the use of blue light 
filters (placed over nuorescent lighting) to de termine if their usc had a positive e ffec t on concentration and behavior 
during reading instruction. 
Let there be light: Does light innuence transition behavior? 
*Shelbie Crowe, Kimberly Nettleton, Mentor, Departm ent of Early Childhood, 
Elementary and Specia l Education, College of Education 
Typical classroom transitions include changing textbooks, rotating between learn ing centers, and leaving the classroom. 
Instruc tional time may be lost during transitions. When students move between structured activit ies, their unstruc tured, 
transition time often becomes an opportunity for misbehavior. Students frequently become distracted, begin talking, or 
wander around the classroom. Hand ling transit ions is an aspect of classroom management that is o ften di fficult for 
preservice teachers and new teachers. This six-week study conducted by a pre-service teacher, examined the effect of 
light on transitio na l behaviors in a K-1 classroo m. Da ta, collected when students le ft the c lassroom and returned, was 
analyzed to determine if the amount of light in the classroom had any effect on appropriate student transitiona l 
behaviors. 
Engineering design project: Hydroelectric power station 
*Justin Elswick, Dr. Lesia Lennex, Mentor, Department of Middle Grades and 
Secondary Education, College of Education 
Developing enthusiasm and creativity to resolve world energy problems is a d ilemma fac ing educators. How can 
educators bring the exc itement of real-world issues into U1eir classrooms? What kind o f affordable equipment can they 
use? This project seeks to develop ma terials and means through which Middle and High School students can creati vely 
engineer solutions to ex is tent problems. In this case, what kind of turb ine in a gravi ty- fed system, would generate the 
most energy? This proj ect was made possible through an Undergraduate Research Fe llowship. Special thank you to Dr. 
Apri l Haight, Dr. Hans Chapman, and GA Ethan Rowley. 
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Preparing practitioner/scholars: A stakeholder-based evaluation of MSU's 
Doctorate in Educa tional Leadership 
*Lauren Myre, Dr. John Curry, Mentor, Department of Foundational and 
Graduate Studies in Education, Coll ege of Education 
The purpose of th is research is to conduct a stakeholder-based evaluation (Fitzpatrick, J. L., Sanders, J. R., & Worthen, 
B. R., 20 I I) o f Morehead State Uni versity 's Doctorate of Educational Leadership program. The evaluation is to 
determine the effect and scope the program is having on CUITent s tudents as well as graduates of the program. The 
researcher will detai l satisfaction with the program, job mobili ty, program strengths and weaknesses, as well as attempt 
to document the breadth of the program's influence in educat ion in Kentucky and other states. Stakeholder suggestions 
for the program will also be included. This project is supported by an Undergraduate Research Assistantship. 
Accelerated education - Is it worth it? 
*Nicholas Kessinger, *Hunter Matthews, *Kaitlyn Wheeler, Dr. Michael 
Kessinger, Mentor, EDSE 399 Selected Topics, Department of Foundational and 
G r aduate Studies in Education, College of Education 
Over the past several years, there have been opportunities to otTer accelerated education for students tha t demonstrated 
high academic knowledge based on their ACT scores early in their high school years. Most recently a program at 
Morehead Sta te University, the Crafl Academy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics, was established for the 
purpose of engaging students during their last two years o f high school with rigorous education opportunities. Over the 
last two years, 120 s tudents have been admitted to the Craft Academy based, in part, on their ACT scores. With these 
opportuni ties, one might ask: " Is it worth it?" Little research has been completed that investigated the impact of these 
types of accelerated learning, especially when it occurs within a fu ll univers ity residentia l setting. This study took one 
instance of an accelera ted learning opportunity, the Crafl Academy, and ana lyzed the impact that it had on increasing 
students' ACT scores. This was accomplished by comparing the initial ACT performance of s tudents admitted to the 
Craf1 Academy to their junior year's ACT scores. In addition, ACT performances were correlated to the first semester 
GPA for each s tudent. Initial findings indicated higher ACT performance following two semesters of college course 
work. 
Impact of two-stage wea ning on calf growth, behavior, and voca lizations 
*Lisa L. Seim, Emery 0 . Clark, Kat/yn R. Vencill, Drs. Patricia L. Harrelson and 
Flint W. Harrelson, Mentors, Department of Agricultural Sciences, College of 
Science 
Removal of the dam and main source of nutrition at weaning results in increased s tress (vocalizations/ activity) for 
calves. Two-stage weaning uses an ant i-suckling device placed in the calfs nostrils 4-7 days prior to weaning to help 
a lleviate stress. We hypothesized that with the use of ant i-suckling devices, calves would vocalize and walk less, and not 
depress weight gain. Calves (n =5 1) were utilized in a completely randomized design. Calves were stratified by weight 
and randomly assigned to I of3 treatments; contro l, 2 days with device prior to weaning or 4 days wi th device prior to 
weaning. Data were analyzed using the MIXED procedure ofSAS with sex and treatment, as fi xed effects. No 
difference (P > 0 .55) were observed for any growth parameters based upon treatment. We observed a treatment x day 
interaction for calf voca lizations (P < 0.000 I). For calf behavior, we observed a linear trea tment effect for eating (P = 
0.0026), treatment x day interaction for suckling (P = 0.0079), and a linear treatment effect for walking (P = 0 .0 162). 
These results suggest that anti -suckling devices can be useful in reducing stress at weaning in cattle. This researc h was 
supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowship. 
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Improving soil health with a multispecies cover cropping system: Preliminary 
and intermediate data and an a lysis 
*Taylor Saunders, Dr. Brent Rogers, Mentor, Department of Agricultural 
Sciences, College of Science 
Cover cropping is a cultural practice that can be used for soi l health improvement. Organic matter accumulation and high 
levels of microbial acti vity near the soil surface can prove beneficial. Cover crops can provide increased levels o f 
nitrogen though symbiotic fi xation and can help recycle other nutrients thereby reducing producer costs. In the fall of 
2012 a multi-species cover crop was established on part of a field that had been used for 15+ years to produce corn (Zea 
mays) silage under a conventional or reduced tillage. In the fa ll o f 20 14 soi l health tests were conducted on the cover 
cropped portion of the field and on the non-cover cropped portion of the same field. In 20 15 and 2016 soi l health tests 
were repeated. Soil health tests measure characteristics such as aggregate stability, porosity, and biological activity, for 
instance, the number of earthworms per cubic foot of soil. Three years of data appear to show a trend toward soil health 
improvement, however there is year to year variation. Indicative of this improvement is the increase in earthworm 
numbers in the cover cropped areas compared to non-cover cropped areas. Research was supported by the MSU 
Department of Agricultural Science and MCTCS. 
Thyroid hormone receptor expression in the developing retina of Xenopus 
laevis. 
*A bby Jones, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Department of Biology and Chemistry, 
College of Science 
During metamorphosis, Xenopus laevis tadpoles lose the ability to regenerate central nervous system (CNS) tissue due to 
the surge of thyroid hormone that occurs while transitioning to the adult form. The opt ic nerve and retina of the frog, 
however, retain regenerative ability throughout adulthood, as these tissues are partially unresponsive to thyroid hormone. 
We hypothesized that a possible explanation for this ability is an al ternatively spliced thyroid hormone receptor (TR) 
transcript, prevent ing retinal cells from binding and responding to thyro id hormone. To test this hypothesis, we c loned 
each exon of the T R alpha gene and synthesized exon-specific riboprobes to test for the presence ofmR A of each 
individual exon, in both tadpole and juvenile retinae, using in si tu hybridization. The goa l ofthis work is to further 
understand how thyroid hormone and progressing development effect the loss of regenerat ive capacity in the vertebrate 
CNS. This work is supported by funding from NIH Institute of Child Health and Human Development (I R 15 
HD076643-0 I A I). 
C haracterizing the microglial response in Xenopus laevis after spinal cord 
Injury 
*Anna Knox, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Department of Biology and C hemistry, 
College of Science 
Xenopus laevis tadpoles exhibit the abil ity to regenerate central nervous system (CNS) tissue after injury, an ability 
which is lost after metamorphosis. In mammals, microglia respond to CNS injury by releasing inflammatory cytokines, 
negatively affecting the potential for fu nctional recovery. Since microglia are the immune cells of the central nervous 
system, we hypothesized that the microglial response to CNS injury may be different between tadpoles and adult frogs. 
To test this hypothesis, we used two antibodies, AM20 and CL2 1, to target speci fie prote ins in microglia to allow their 
visualization. We then used immunofluorescent microscopy to view and quantify these inflammatory cells. The goal of 
this work is to understand the changing inflammatory response attributed to microglia at different stages of spinal cord 
injury, and determine its significance to regeneration of the CNS in Xenopus laevis. This work is supported by funding 
from NlH Institute ofChi ld Health and Human Development {I Rl5 HD076643-0IAI). 
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Potential celecoxib analogue precursors derived via a ldol condensation 
*Faith Peters, Dr. Mark Blankenbuehler, Mentor, Department of Biology and 
Chemistry, College of Science 
Various indanone compounds, 1-indano ne and I ,3-indaned ione specifically, have the potential to undergo Aldol 
condensations to form precursors to compounds s tructurally simila r to the Non-Steroidal Anti- Inflammatory Drug 
(NSAID) Celebrex (Celecoxib). A series of potentia l ana logous precursors in the form of alpha-beta unsatura ted ketones 
have been developed . The convers ion o f these precursors into pyrazoline compounds was attempted. After oxidation of 
the pyrazoline compounds, they could potentially have biological acti vity by acting through Cyclo-oxygenase-2 (COX-2) 
in the same manner to Celebrex. 
The use of eDNA to detect bacterial molecular markers in the Triplett Creek 
Wa tershed 
*Hannah Conley, Rachel Brown, Dr. GeoffGearner, Mentor, Department of 
Biology and Chemistry, College of Science 
The objective of this s tudy is to develop and evaluate the use of bacteria l genetic targets as markers of feca l 
contamination in the T riplett Creek Watershed. The Triplett Creek Watershed has been the focus of assessment and 
research activities by Morehead State Uni versity scientists for well over ten years now. In th is proj ect, three-li ter water 
samples were collected from six watershed sampl ing si tes. The si tes were chosen because they exhibit chronically high 
Escherichia coli counts (>240 E. coli CFU/1 00 mL), or acceptable E. coli counts (<240 E. coli CFU/ 1 00 mL). DNA was 
extracted from the water samples and puri lied using commercial kits, then assessed spectrophotometrically for quantity 
and purity. The environmenta l DNA (eDNA) was used as a target for polymerase cha in reaction to detect markers for 
enteric bacteria, E. coli , and a variety of antibiotic resis tance genes. 
PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Some of the eDNA samples were posit ive for 
enteric bacte ria, E. coli and the 13-lactamase gene, blaT EM. The resu lts demo nstrate the abil ity to detect bacterial 
molecular marke rs in DNA collected directly from environmental water samples, allowing us to develop this furthe r for 
E. coli source tracking in the Triplett Creek Watershed. This project is supported by a Kentucky Water Resources 
Research Institute I 04b Student Enhancement Proj ect grant via the U. S. Geological Survey. 
Developmental expression of Lin28 in Xenopus laevis hindbrain 
*Holly Ward, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Department of Biology and C hemist ry, 
College of Science 
As tadpoles, Xenopus laevis can regenerate thei r spina l cord after injury, while juvenile frogs cannot. Lin28 is a RNA-
bind ing prote in primarily known for its role in regulating pi uri potency o f s tem cells, by binding to and participating in 
degrading microRNAs that trigger differentiation. We identified Li n28 as being downregulated in j uvenile frog hindbrain 
a fter spinal cord injury by microarray ana lysis. We used qRT-PCR to quantify Lin28 expression and immunofluorescent 
staining to determine the types of cells expressi ng Lin28 in the hindbra in. We show that Lin28 is expressed in hindbrain 
nuc le i that have shown the potentia l to regenerate axons after spina l cord injury. We determined that Lin28 expression is 
developmenta lly regulated, is not affected by spinal cord injury, but may have a role in regulating the expression of 
microRNAs in differentiated neurons. This work is supported by funding from N IH Institute o f C hild Health and Human 
Development (I R 15 H D076643-0 I A I). 
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Quantifying myelin preservation after pinal cord cr-ush injury in Xenopus 
laevis 
*Jasmine Prince, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Department of Biology and Chemistry, 
College of Science 
Xenopus laevis frogs are a unique model organism for many experiments in the fields of developmental biology and 
neurobiology, due to the regenerative capacity of the central nervous system of the tadpole. Once the animal reaches 
prometamorphosis, it is no longer able to regenerate its central nervous system after injury. Previous studies using 
Xenopus tadpoles have focused on regeneration after completely transecting the spinal cord. We have developed a crush 
injury model to more closely replicate human injuries, as fewer than 5% of human spinal cord injuries involve complete 
transection. In spinal cord injury models, the degree of myelin preservation after injury can be directly correlated with 
functional recovery. Here we use a myelin specific antibody to quantify myelin preservation after spinal cord injury, 
demonstrating developmental difTerences in functional recovery in tadpoles and adult frogs. This work is supported by 
funding from NIH Institute of Child Health and Human Development ( I R 15 HD076643-0 I A I). 
Comparison of species richness of lichens in arboreal and terrestrial zones at 
Eagle La ke Watershed, Morehead, Kentucky 
*Jesseca Dale, Dr. Allen Risk, Mentor, Departm ent of Biology and Chemistry, 
College of Science 
Lichens are a symbiotic relationship between two separate organisms, an alga and a fungus. The dominant partner that 
gives the lichen physical characteristics is the fungus. Lichens perform many important ecological roles in forests 
including nitrogen fixation, removal of heavy metals, and providing nesting material for organisms. Since forests are 
three dimensional, determination oflichen richness is difficult because they are found on the ground and in the trees. The 
proposed research plan is to compare lichen species richness on the ground and in the trees by use of single and doubled 
rope techniques to access tree crowns within 20 X 20 meter plots. Samples wi ll be collected from soil , rocks, woody 
debris, understory shrubs/trees, and overstory trees within each plot. A stratified sampling procedure based on tree zones 
wi ll be used to assess the lichens in both understory and overstory trees. This research was supported by an 
Undergraduate Research Fellowship of Morehead State University 
Assembling a neuroanatomical atlas of Xenopus laevis central ner vous system 
*Jessica Eskridge, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Departm en t of Biology and 
Chemist ry, College of cience 
Xenopus laevis is a model organism used by developmental biologists and geneticists around the world. Our lab is 
in terested in studying the development and regenerati ve capacity of the central nervous system (CNS), using Xenopus to 
demonstrate the developmental decl ine ofCNS regenerative ability. Although Xenopus neuroanatomical data are well-
established, we wanted to assemble a reference manual speci fically for use in our lab. This project focuses on assembling 
a comparative atlas of tadpole and juveni le CNS, identifying maj or brain nuclei and the development of white matter 
tracts. This work is supported by fundi ng from NIH Institute of Child Health and Human Development ( I Rl5 
110076643-0 I A I). 
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Ada pting a n orga nic chemistry course for the visua lly impaired 
*Joseph Cramer Schneider, Dr. Brandon VanNess, Mentor, Depa rtment of 
Biology a nd C hemistry, College of Science 
Incorporating visually impaired students into classes that rely heavi ly upon visual communication can be highly 
challenging. Organic chemistry presents special challenges and safety issues that need to be addressed in order to fully 
incorporate visually impaired students. This project relates diiTerent strategies and techniques that were uti lized to adapt 
CH EM 20 I, the Survey of Organic Chemistry course, for the visually impaired. New technology allowed access to 
finely detailed tactile images that were previously inaccessible in the classroom. Strategies that provided audible relay of 
visual outputs permitted greater student independence in the laboratory setting. Overall, these strategies improved the 
relay mastery of course content and techniques whi le fully involving visua ll y impaired students in the course. Financial 
support for the materials necessary to create these adaptations was provided by the Office of Disability Services and the 
Department of Biology and Chemistry. 
Characterizing the inflammatory response after spina l cord injury in Xenopus 
laevis 
*Linzi Watson, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Depa rtment of Biology a nd Chemistry, 
College of Science 
Anuran amphibians, such as Xenopus laevi , can regenerate central nervous system (CNS) axons as a tadpole but lose 
this abi lity during metamorphosis. The inflammatory response to spinal cord injury represents a significant obstacle to 
functional recovery in mammals and has yet to be characterized in Xenopus laevis. It is possible that the tadpole 
inflammatory response is reduced compared to that of adul ts as a result of developmental age. Another possibility is that 
tadpoles contain acti ve genes capable of resolving the inflammatory response that arc inactive after metamorphosis. To 
test these hypotheses, we examined the expression levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (T Fa and IL I ~) and anti-
inflammatory cytokines (CD206 and TGF~) in tadpole and adult frogs after spinal cord injury. By studying the immune 
response occurring in Xenopus laevis, we hope to gain a better understanding of the factors related to spinal cord 
regeneration after injury. This work is supported by funding from IH Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development (I R 15 HD076643-0 I A I). 
Assessment of the influence of Hoxd 10 on th e regeneration of spinal cord in 
Xenopus laevis 
*Maggie Pollitt, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Depa rtment of Biology a nd Chemistry, 
College of Science 
During development, Hox genes play a significant role in regu lating the anterior-posterior patterning of all vertebrate 
animals. During the normal development of Xenopus laevis, the Hoxd 10 gene is expressed in the unoperated tadpole and 
becomes downregulated in the unoperated juvenile animal. In the spinal cord injured tadpole, however, Hoxd 10 
expression is significant ly down regulated, whereas no change in expression is observed in the juveni le animal. We 
hypothesized that this downregulation from the unoperated tadpole to the operated tadpole may a!Tect the regenerati ve 
ability of tadpoles with spinal cord injury. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed Hoxd 10 expression in the acute spinal 
cord injury paradigm using real-time PCR and in-situ hybridization. The goa l of this project is to determine the ro le of 
Hoxd I 0 in spinal cord regeneration, in contrast to the adult animal which does not have this ability. This work is 
supported by funding from NIH Institute of Child Health and Human Development (I R 15 HD076643-0 1 A 1 ). 
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Promoter mapping indicates potenti al mechanism of co-regulation of DNA 
damage induced genes umuDAb and ddrR in Aci netobacter baylyi 
*Megan Peterson, Dr. Janelle Hare, Mentor, Department of Biology and 
C hemistry, College of Science 
In many bacteria, DNA damage induces an SOS response that is mediated by LexA. Upon DNA damage, LexA self-
cleaves, allowing promoters to begin transcription ofSOS genes. While the Acinetobacter genus lacks LexA, it fea tures 
another protein, UmuDAb, that behaves like a LexA by regulating two DNA damage-induced genes, umuDAb and ddrR, 
through a putative repressor mechanism. UmuDAb has been shown to bind to the putative promoter region between 
divergently transcribed ddrR and umuDAb in Acinetobacter baumannii. In Acinetobacter baylyi, mutations in this 
promoter region abo lishes repression or prevents transcription of both genes. The transcriptional start sites of these genes 
were mapped to understand the relationship between the UmuDAb binding site and the promoters for these two genes. 
We hypothesized that ddrR and umuDAb have overlapping -35 promoter consensus e lements, and that this allows 
UmuDAb to co-regulate expression of both genes. This idea was tested using 5' RACE PCR to determine potentia l + I 
sites for umuDAb and ddrR transcripts. The + I sites indicated by these experiments predict overlapping -35 promoter 
consensus elements for umuDAb and ddrR. These data suggest that UmuDAb represses both genes by binding to DNA 
to block polymerase access to both the umuDAb and ddrR promoters. 
The Papilionoidea (true butterflies) of Rowan County, a biod iversity meta-
analysis 
*Rachel Brown, Dr. Sean O'Keefe, Mentor, Department of Biology and 
Chemistry, College of Science 
Members o f the order Lepidoptera (butterflies, moths, and sk ippers) play important ecological roles and may be used as 
indicators of environmental health. Within Lepidoptera, the superfamily Papilionoidea constitutes the "true butterflies" 
and includes the families Papilionidae, Pieridae, Lycaenidae, Nymphalidae, and Riodinidae. Nearly a hundred species of 
Papil ionoidea are known from Kentucky. Charles Covell, Jr. 's I 999 work The Butterfl ies and Moths (Lepidoptera) of 
Kentucky: An Annota ted Checklist and its three supplements document 563 species of Lepidoptera recorded from 
Rowan County, including th irty-four Papil ionoidea. Our meta-analysis updates Covell 's Rowan County Papilionoidea 
records via data from The Society of Kentucky Lepidopterists and the current Lepidoptera collections of Morehead State 
University (MSU) and A. Jonathan Smith. This poster shows the results of our survey, providing members' common and 
scientific names, Hodge number, and phenotype. We identify twenty-seven new listings: one in Papi lionidae, four in 
Pieridae, eleven in Lycaenidae, and e leven in Nymphalidae. No specimens of Riodinidae were detected. This places 
Rowan County's biodiversity at six, eight, eighteen, twenty-nine, and zero species respecti vely, which brings Rowan 
County 's tota l Papilionoidea to sixty-one. We thank the MSU Department of Biology and Chemistry for part ial funding 
and A. Johnathan Smith for providing specimens to photograph. 
Developmental changes in glial scar formation in Xenopus laevis following 
spinal cord injury 
*Seth Turner, Dr. Kurt Gibbs, Mentor, Departm ent of Biology and Chemistry, 
College of Science 
Followi ng damage to the central nervous system (CNS), the injury site is infiltrated by microglia and astrocytes that 
serve to wall off the dying tissue from the rest of the CNS. Prev ious work has shown that chondroitin sul fa te 
proteoglycans (CSPGs), a component o f the extracellular matrix secreted by reactive astrocytes, play a role in inhibiting 
the regeneration of axons through the injury area. Xenopus laevis is an excellent experimental model to study spina l cord 
injury (SCI), as tadpoles are able to regenerate thei r spinal cord following injury, and lose this ability while approaching 
metamorphosis. We hypothesized that differences in the g lia l response to SCI may confer regenerative abi lity in the 
tadpole spinal cord . We used a CSPG specific antibody and G last I , an astrocyte specific antibody, to characterize the 
developing glial scar. Our data indicate that the glia l scar is present in the injury si te o f adult frogs, but absent in the 
spinal cord inj ured tadpols. This work is supported by fu nding from NIH Institute o f Child Health and Human 
Development ( I R I 5 HD076643-0 I A I). 
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Palynology of Big Bone Lick: Evidence for mcgaherbivores and high sali nity 
*Carissa Sweeney, *Tucker Jell, Dr. Jen O'Keef e, Mentor, Department of Earth 
and Space Science, Coll ege of Science 
We know a lot about the plants that grew at Big Bone Lick State Historic Site in the Pleistocene because of 
macrobotanical remains, but no previous study has successfully extracted pollen from the sediments. The enzymatic 
technique developed in the OPaL lab was utilized and resulted in successful extraction of pollen, spores, and algal 
remains. These microfossils include abundant dung fu ngi, from which megaherbivore density can be esti mated. 
Additionally, the first direct evidence for both provenance of the sediment and salinity of the environment at the time of 
deposition are present. This project re Oects a major advance in our understanding of the paleoecology of the birthplace 
of vertebrate paleontology in the United States. 
Prospecting for iron in the Galactic Supernova Remnant W49B- SSE 399 --
Research Method 
*Eddi Akers, *Taylor Ray, Drs. Thomas Pannuti and Jeannie Justice, Mentors, 
Department of Earth and Space Science, Department of Foundational and 
Graduate Studies in Education , College of Science, College of Education 
We have analyzed an archival 54 kilosecond observation made of the Galactic supernova remnant (SNR) W49B 
with the Chandra X-ray Observatory. W49B is an X-ray and infrared luminous SNR that lies at an estimated distance of 
I I ki loparsecs:while some observers have claimed that this source was produced by the death of a white dwarf in a 
supernova explosion, others have argued that the SN R was created in the aftermath of a gamma-ray burst. To investigate 
the true nature of the stellar progenitor of W49B, we have extracted spectra from multiple regions of the SNR and 
measured the abundances of iron relative to oxygen. Our initial spectral analysis indicates that iron is overabundant 
relative to iron at each location of the SNR and thus an origin associated with the death of a white dwarf star appears to 
be more likely. 
Project for SSE 399- Research Methods. The instructors are Justice and Pannuti. The students involved are 
Haddix and Halter. 
Gl.9+0.3 --The upernova remnant, the legend- SSE 399- Research Methods 
*John Haddix, *Jeremiah Halter, Drs. Thomas Pannuti and Jeannie Justice, 
Mentors, Department of Earth and Space Science, Department of Foundational 
and Graduate Studies in Education, College of Science, College of Education 
With an estimated age of 140 years, the supernova remnant (SNR) G 1.9+0.3 is thought to be the youngest SNR within 
the Milky Way Galaxy. Through the use of the Chandra X-Ray Observatory and its archived data, an analysis of the 
emission from this object was conducted, coming to the conclusion that these emissions are of a synchrotron origin, as 
opposed to a plasmatic one. Standard non-thermal models, such as power laws and synchrotron "cut-off' models, were 
used to fit extracted spectra across the whole azimuth of the S R. Such spatially-resolved spectral analysis allows us to 
search for spectral and spatial variations in the properties of the X-ray shell of emission, particularly from the bright 
eastern and western rims. We wi ll present the initial results from fitting these spectra using the power law and 
synchrotron cut-off models. 
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PSR B1509-58: When th e ga laxy has a qu estion - Project for SSE 399 --
Re earch Method 
*Brandy Anderson, *A ustin Howard, *Maggie Quesinberry, Drs. Thomas Pannuti 
and Jeannie Justice, Mentors, Department of Earth and pace cience, 
Department of Foundational and Graduate Studies in Ed ucation, College of 
cience, College of Education 
We have conducted a spectral analysis of an archival observation made of the Galactic pu lsar wind nebula (PWN) 
PSR 8 1509-58 using the Chandra X-ray Observatory. This PWN is famous for its striking resemblance to 
an extended hand- like s tructure: its age and distance are estimated to be approximately 1700 years and 5 kiloparsecs, 
respectively. The combination of the rapid rotation of the neutron star and its ultra-s trong magnetic field makes 81 509-
58 one of the most powerful e lectromagnetic generators in the Galaxy. Spectra were extracted from the bright "palm" 
(which is associated wi th the central neutron s tar of the PWN and its trailing wind structure) and the "fingers" using the 
Chandra Interactive Analys is of Observations (CIAO) so ftware package and fit using the software package XSPEC. 
Extracting pollen, spores, and algae from paleocene and eocene sediments 
Kristina Gardner, Dr. Jen O'Keefe, Mentor, Department of Earth and Space 
cience, College of Science 
Pollen, spores, and algae, collectively called ' palynomorphs,' arc cri tical to understanding and interpreting depositional 
environments recorded by and ages of sedimentary reservoir rocks where rad iometric age dates arc unavailable and 
calcareous fossils are scarce. This is done primari ly using vertical distributions of palynomorphs through a process 
called 'biostratigraphy.' Recently, scientists in the U.S. Gulf Coast determined that the existing bio tratigraphic 
zonations were not adequate, and a working group ofpalynologists was convened to address this issue. In very early 
s tages of the work, it became clear that processing technique used to extract palynomorphs from sediments had a 
significant impact on the analytical results. A comparative study was begun, whereby 66 matched samples were 
processed at Morehead State University using an adaptation of the methodologies of O ' Keefe and Eble (2012) and 
compared to resu lts obtained from a commercial laboratory. This poster details the resu lts of a selection of these samples 
processed at Morehead State University and describes processing challenges associa ted with them. Processing 
techniques used at Morehead State University allowed useful palynomorphs to be obtained from samples that were pre-
oxidized and/or subject to pedogenesis, two processes known to adversely impact palynomorphs recovery. 
Analyzing thermal and non-thermal X-ray emission from the Galactic 
upernova remnant RC W 86 
*Mikal Gibbs, Dr. Thomas Pannuti, Mentor, Departm ent of Ea rth and Space 
Science, College of Science 
We present an analysis of two pointed observations made of the Galactic supernova remnant (S R) RCW 86 with the 
Chandra X-ray Observatory. These two observations targeted the bright southwestern and northeastern rims of the S R 
and the total exposure time of the two observations was 164 ki loseconds. RCW 86 is significant in that it is believed to 
be associated with a historical supernova observed in 185 A.D. There is s till debate about the type of stellar progenitor 
that produced this SNR, whether the progenitor was a massive s tar or a white dwarf s tar in a binary system. To 
investigate the nature of the stellar progenitor of RCW 86, we are performing spatially-resolved spectroscopy of the X-
ray emission from this remnant at different portions a long the rims wi th the intent of measuring iron abundances re lative 
to oxygen. We are also analyzing the non-thermal X-ray emission detected from RCW 86 that appears to be synchrotron 
radiation. 
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Dietary suppl ement attitudes and behaviors in the personal training profession 
*A llison Hull, Dr. Gina Gonzalez, Mentor, Department of l(jnesiology, Health 
and Imaging cience, College of Science 
Dietary supplements are a growing multi-bill ion-do llar industry. Supplement usage is widespread, however, due to a lack 
o f FDA regulation, the re are concerns wi th the safety and e fficacy of many dietary supplements. Personal trainers are in 
a position to educate the public on dietary supplements; however, it is unknown how they approach this topic persona lly 
and professionally. The purpose of this study was to better understand behaviors and attitudes of personal trainers with 
respect to d ieta ry supplements. After an extensive literature review, an instrument was c reated to reOect persona l 
trainers' behaviors and attitudes. The instrument was pi lot tested on a small group of pro fessiona ls then disseminated to a 
larger sample. Forty-two personal trainers comple ted the online survey (66.7% female and 33.3% male). When asked 
about personal and professio nal practices, 73°/o said they currently take supplements but 66% said they never or seldom 
recommend/prescribe them to clients. Reasons for behaviors and d ifferences in attitudes and practices will be further 
discussed. This research is supported by an Undergraduate Research Fe llowship provided by the Academic Honors 
Program. 
A comparison of internet vs. textbook based learn ing in physics 
*Darren Brammel, Dr. Robert Borwn, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, Coll ege of Science 
The 201 5 Program for In ternational Student Assessment concludes that the United Sta tes ranks 25'h out o f 60 countries 
pa rticipating in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development in science literacy, and 40'h in math 
literacy. Meanwh ile, a report fro m The Brookings institution out of Washington D.C. fou nd that areas with highe r 
literacy rates of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM ) showed higher economic growth across 
multiple indicators. So, it is cruc ial that the U.S. become a leader in innovation. To investigate the reason for the U.S. 's 
inadequate performance, this paper will compare the learning differences between using the internet, and using the 
textbook, as a resource for solving problems in physics. Twenty-e ight high school s tudents participated in an ongoing 
s tudy to determine which of the two resources provide the most beneficia l learn ing experience. This was done by 
assessing the adequacy of the s tudents ' progress on two common physics problems by means of an analytic rubric . T his 
presentation wil l provide an overview of the literature and methodology that led to the resul ts obtained and the 
conclusions resulting from the data analysis. This research was done with the assis tance of a high school in Kentucky. 
Psychological coping strategies of Chinese exchan ge students attending a 
university in Eastern Kentucky: A case study 
*+Jun Peng, Dr. Wilson Gonza/ez-Espada, Mentor, Department of Mathematics 
and Physics, College of Science 
Each year, thousands o f college s tudents partic ipate in student exchange experiences with interna tiona l universities. 
Study abroad programs a llow students to immerse themselves in a sociocultura l context different from their own, usually 
in a language that is not the students' first-language. This learning process is expected to enhance cultural competence, 
promote intercultural sensitivity, and benefit personal and career development. However, when there are signi ficant 
differences in culture between home and the host country, exchange students might face a rough transition period. The 
purpose of this s tudy is to use a case study methodology and semi-structured interview data to describe the psychological 
experiences and challenges faced by 6-10 exchange s tudents fro m China when studying at Morehead State University, a 
rura l university in Eastern Kentucky. The students' responses will shed light on important psychologica l issues such as 
anxiety, stress, study habits, motivation, persona lity and coping strategies. 
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The altered queens problem 
*Marla Ferguson, Dr. Vivian Cyrus, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of cience 
Although chess and mathematics have been studied collabora tively in the past, it has usually involved obtaining a way to 
s trategically place a set number of queen pieces on anN x N size chessboard so that no queen attacks another. The 
current , much less studied chess problem involves discovering the minimum number of queen pieces tha t can be placed 
on an N x N size chessboard so that every space on the board can be attacked. Chess boards from size 3 x 3 to I 0 x I 0 
have been investiga ted. The use of do minating se ts has been an important fac tor in this project. A dominating set is 
simply the "smallest set" of efficient queens to place, depending on what size board we are dealing with. 
Braille Band: A refresha ble Braille wristwatch for the blind and visually 
impaired 
*Rachel Crum, Dr. R. Duane Skaggs, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of cience 
Day-to-day tasks can pose great cha llenges for blind, visually impaired (BVI), and deaf-bl ind individuals. An assortment 
of devices called assis tive technology has been developed to help users overcome barriers to independence and carry out 
thei r daily activities. Incl uded in this assortment of technologies are wristwatches, many of which are simply analog 
watches constructed so that the position of the watch hands can be de termined by touch. This presentation proposes a 
design for a vibrating, refreshable Braille wristwatch for BVI and deaf-bl ind users that utilizes mechanical solenoid 
actuators in place o f the standard piezoelectric actuators. Part of this research was conducted during an internship at the 
Ames Research Center in Mountain View, Cali fornia . 
Language coping strategic of Chinese exchange students attending a universi ty 
in Eastern Kentucky: A case study 
*+Shanslwn Li, Dr. Wilson Gonzalez-Espada, Mentor, Department of 
Mathematics and Physic , College of Science 
Each year, thousands of college s tudents partic ipate in student exchange experiences with international univers ities. 
Study abroad programs allow students to immer e themselves in a sociocultural context different from thei r own, usually 
in a language that is not the students' fi rst-language. This learning process is expected to enhance cultura l competence, 
promote intercultura l sensitivity, and benefit personal and career development. However, when there are significant 
d ifferences in language between home and the host country, exchange students might face a rough transition period. T he 
purpose of this study is to use a case study methodology and semi-structured interview data to describe the language 
experiences and cha llenges faced by 6- 10 exchange students from C hina when studying at Morehead State University, a 
rura l university in Eastern Kentucky. The students' respon es will help highe r education institutions better understand 
how exchange students improve their listening and reading comprehension, and the ir writing and speaking ski lls. 
The math behind " Who is number 1 ?" 
*Gabe Mcilrath, Dr. Chris Schroeder, Mentor, Department of Mathematics and 
Physics, College of Science 
Athletics have grown to become a large part oftoday's society. Whethe r you are a spectator or a participant, the biggest 
question on everyone's mind is, "Who is number one?" The route to determine the top compe titor is not as simple as one 
may think. Using Linear Algebra in a process called "Markov Chains", we can formulate an overall rank ing o f the 
individuals in a pool of compe tition. Incorporating variables other than wins and losses will affect the accuracy of the 
rankings. How variables such as physical attributes can affect rankings is what will be shown. 
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Enhancing nurse to nurse communication- NURB 361 Introduction to Nursing 
Resea rch 
*Kati Schuh, *Celena Wagner, *Nick Thompson, *Hannah Chitkara, *Kiristan 
Dials, Suzi White, Mentor, Departm ent of Nursing, College of Science 
The objective of this project is to observe, analyze, and ascertain nurse to nurse communication methods within a large, 
teaching fac ility in an urban area and to propose recommendations to increase the effectiveness of nurse to nurse hand-
off and nurse telecommunications for better patient outcomes. Improved communication techniques wi ll ultimately lead 
to higher quality, holistic nursing care and therefore increase rates of patient safety and satisfaction. This wi ll be 
completed by conducting nurse interviews encompassing questionnaires, observing nurse implementation, and analyzing 
hospi tal policy to uncover barriers to efficient communication. 
Comparison of human vs. technological identification of blood products- NURB 
361 Introduction to Nursing Researc h 
*Abbey Carruthers, *Gabrielle Dyer, *Sarah Holman, *A nne Lawson, *Jenna 
Litteral, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of Nursing, College of Science 
This study focuses on the comparison of human vs. technological identification of blood products in relation to patient 
safety. Blood transfusions have the most resemblance to an organ transplant that a nurse can perform without depending 
on physician assistance. Being a cri tical procedure that could save a life, minimizing reactions and preventing errors is 
essential to positive patient outcomes. The objective of this study is to analyze human and technological methods for 
identifying a blood product wi th the patient in need to encourage safer methods for blood administration wi th fewer 
transfusions reactions. We are using national recommendations versus blood transfusion protocols at a large, teaching 
hospi tal in an urban area to determine whether technology has surpassed human competencies in verifying blood type 
during administration. Overall, technology improves patient safety but does not substitute for human verification of the 
proper blood product. 
Evidence-based practice for soap a nd water handwashing project - NURB 361 
Introduction to Nursing Resea rch 
*Brittany Carpenter, *Mikaela Buckler, *Natalie Thompson, *Carsey Campbell, 
*Shannon Morgan, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of Nursing, College of 
Science 
Hand hygiene is essential in preventing the spread of infectious microorganisms especially in a healthcare setting. 
Despite the major risks of hea lthcare associated infections, healthcare workers are washing their hands less than half of 
the times they should during their shif1. Of1en in the hospital, hand sanitizer is chosen over soap and water due to 
convenience or other issues. Our research focuses on studies that have been conducted on the use of soap and water 
handwashing in the hospital. Our project aim is to illustrate the benefits of soap and water handwashing along with 
recommended implementations the hospital can use to improve compliance. 
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Recommendations for nursing staff edu cation on the use of anticoagulants-
NURB 361 Introduction to Nursing Resea rch 
*Gena Brumley, *Kay/a Harless, *Madison Steele, *Clara Spriggs, *Kaitlin 
Williams, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of Nursing, College of Science 
Without proper stafT education regarding the purpose of anticoagulation therapy. patients are placed at risk and overall 
outcomes are poor. The objective of the research is to improve nursing stafT education on the use o f inpatient 
anticoagulation therapy. Information was ga thered from nurses employed at a large teachi ng faci lity in an urban area 
regarding their pol icy on anticoagulation therapy education. Nurses reported a lack of ti me and prophylactic use of 
anticoagulants as barriers for implementation of educational polic ies. Our recommendation is for nursing staff to utilize 
facility policies on patient education related to the use of anticoagulants to maximize pat ient outcomes. 
Interprofessional collaboration to prevent hospital-acquired pneumonia -
URB 361 Introduction to Nursing Research 
*Jessica Cooper, *Megan Mustard, *Amber Manning, *Morgan Miller, *Haleigh 
Pike, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of Nursing, College of Science 
In recent studies it has been proven that the use of oral hygiene, ambulation, tum, cough deep breathe, and adequate 
hydration are effective in the prevention of hospita l acquired pneumonia (HAP). While preparing this project at a large 
teaching hospital the protocol to decrease and prevent the incidence o f HAP was set through a guideline that is accessible 
to all medical personnel through the CPM Guidelines. These guide lines sta te to "promote preventati ve measures [e.g. 
ambulation/activi ty, cough and deep breathing, adequate hydration, hand hygiene, oral hygiene]." Through observation 
and interviewing nursing staff and administra tion, it was evident that the protocol was not being fully met as evidenced 
by the following: lack of communicat ion between interdisciplinary teams of the responsibility of turning, oral hygiene, 
and ambulation care, and education of effective coughing and deep breathing. In recommendation to improve patient 
outcomes, the use of proper oral hygiene has been proven to be effective in the prevention of HAP. Through the 
hospital 's documentation system, a flag should appear in the patient's chart to prompt nursing staff to perform oral 
hygiene every shift. Patient education should be provided on the importance of meticulous oral hygiene in order to 
prevent the incidence of HAP . 
Improved patient outcomes through timely response to alarms - NU RB 361 
Introduction to Nursing Research 
*Sara/yn Miller, *Natalie Morton, *A udrey Ramsey, *Kendra Roberts, *Brandi 
Stumbo, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of Nursing, College of Science 
One of the most common characteristics of the clinical environment is the seemingly ever-present variety of alarm 
sounds. These could indicate anything from a fall -risk patient out of bed to an IV infusion gone awry to a patient in a 
potentially fatal c ri sis. Unfortunate ly, many staff members have become desensit ized to the urgency these alarms 
demand. We have selected the more specific classification of patient call lights to investigate. Extensive research has 
proven the effectiveness of these devices in improving patient outcomes, sa tisfaction, and safety. Over the past few 
months, we assessed response times of staff to alarms on our unit, identified reasons for de lays, and devised 
recommendations to reduce response times to the e alarms. It is important that these alarms are viewed as a crucial asset 
to best care and a vital tool to improving overall patient outcomes and satisfaction with care. 
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Preventing practice drift through appropriate patient identifiers- NURB 361 
Introduction to Nursi ng Research 
*Shelby Doran, *Justin Gasser, *Sarah Hinson, *Whitney Lewis, *Courtney 
Wiley, Suzi White, Mentor, Department of ursing, College of Science 
The concept of practice drifl associated with patient identi tie rs is an ongoing issue in healthcare. The s tandard practice 
for correctly identifying patients involves the patient reci ting two ident ifiers, such as full name, date of birth, or social 
security number. However, despite this standard, it is commonly noted that registered nurses use a work-around 
technique involving placing name bands on bedrails, patient barcodes on computers, and not asking the appropriate 
patient identifiers. This research a ims to identify practice drifl and work-around techniques with patient identifiers, and 
illustrate reasons why registered nurses are not utiliz ing proper patient identification. 
Flavor conditioning before and during acute withdrawal from amphetamine in 
rats 
*Brianna K. Ward, Samuel L. Case, Terra E. Riggs, Drs. //sun White and Wesley 
White, Mentors, Department of Psychology, College of Science 
The current study used a taste conditioning procedure to determine whether spontaneously occurring acute withdrawal 
from amphetamine included a negative internal s ta te. Rats rece ived a series of four tests that began at fi ve-day intervals. 
At light onset of day I of a test, each rat was administered saline. Rats subsequently received I 0-min access to a 
saccharin solution containing one Oavor. Group I (N=4) received this access twelve hours a fter saline, and group 2 
(N=4) rece ived this access e igh teen hours af\er saline. On day 3 of a test, the two groups of animals were treated 
similarly, except that they were administered 2.0 mglkg amphetamine, and they had access to a second Oavored solution. 
For each group, the Oavors that fo llowed saline or amphetamine were counterbalanced. A reduction in intake of the 
second Oavor across tests would suggest that amphetamine was associated with a negative cue state. Intake of a Oavor 
occurring twelve hours af\er amphetamine did not decrease across tests. Supported by IH grant DAO 1535 1 and UG 
Fellowships. 
Some characteristics of acute withdrawal from nicotine in rats 
*Terra E. Riggs, Brianna K. Ward, Samuel L. Case, Drs. //sun White and We ley 
White, Mentors, Department of Psychology, College of Science 
The current study examined whether nicotine produced a sign of acute withdrawal and whether acute withdrawal from 
nicotine resulted from a disruption in dopamine signaling. Different groups of rats received a series of 5-day tests. At 
light onset of test day I , animals rece ived a control trea tment, and at light onset of test day 3 they received an 
experimental treatment. Experimental treatments included different doses of nicotine followed 30 minutes later by saline 
or a dopamine D I receptor antagoni st. Following treatments, an imals were placed in individual open fi elds, and activity 
was moni tored for the next 24 hours. As nicotine dose increased, subjects were more like ly to have reduced activity 12-
24 hours afler treatment, a sign of acute withdrawal. At a moderate nicotine dose, some animals showed acute 
withdrawal, whereas others did not. D I antagonist appeared to prevent acute wi thdrawal in at least some of the animals 
showing acute withdrawal in response to the moderate nicotine dose. Acute withdrawal from nicotine shares some 
features with acute wi thdrawal from amphetamine and morphine, but it also appears to have some unique features. 
Supponed by Nl H grant DAO 15351 and UG fellowships. 
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Withdrawal from chronic morphine impairs learn ing and motivation 
*Jason T. McClurg, Brianna K. Ward, Christopher Hobert, Rachel Hudson, Dr, 
II un White, Mentor, Departm ent of Psychology, College of Science 
Morphine is a highly addictive narcotic, which is used to treat pain. Previously, we have shown that morphine decreased 
activi ty and eating about 20-24 hour a fle r injection. The present study examined behavioral effects on learning and 
motivation, following withdrawal from chronic morphine injection. Male Wistar rats were trained to press a lever for a 
food pe llet (45 mg) and were assigned randomly to two groups. One group received a moderate dose of morphine 
(5mg/kg) for 5 consecutive days (subchronic). Another group received saline inj ections for 5 days. On withdrawal days 
1-5, rats were trained on a FR-20, which required 20 lever-presses for a pellet. During short-term and longer-term 
withdrawal phase, morphine-treated rats showed a longer latency to press the lever and showed greater diffi culty 
completing the task, compared to saline-trea ted controls. Our data suggest that subchronic use o f moderate dose of 
morphine leads to de fic its in learning and motivation. Our data is consis tent with negati ve effects experienced in humans 
going through withdrawal symptoms associated with opioid addic tion. 
Pa rental depression: Connections with narrative coherence and criticism in 
discussions of th eir adolescents 
*Rayven H oward, *Amber Justice, *Haley Lowe, Megan Conn, Dr. Shari Kidwell, 
Mentor, Departme nt of Psychology, Coll ege of Science 
Depression amongst parents has been found to have a wide-ranging negative impact on children, including emotional, 
behaviora l, and cogni tive development. Lack of sensiti vity in observed parent-child interactions is thought to be a 
primary reason for such outcomes; however, less is known about how depressed parents th ink about their children. This 
study explores the association between parent's depressive symptoms and their thought patterns when describing their 
teens. Twenty-one famil ies participated when their chi ldren were 12 years of age and again 5 years subsequent. 
Approximately half the children were female. Parental depression was as essed using the CES-Depression Sca le 
(Radloff, 1977). The Five-M inute Speech Sample (FMSS: Magana-Amato 1993) assessed the parents' understanding of 
their teen. Both measures were utilized at each time point. Following guidelines by Sher-Censor et a l. , 20 13, FMSS 
transcripts were coded for positive and critical remarks, as well as for overall narrative coherence. T he authors 
hypothesize that higher parenta l depression scores will be positively associated with critical statements about the ir teen, 
and will be negatively associated with coherence and posit ive remarks. This research was supported by an MSU 
Gradua te Assistantship and by MSU RCPC and KY NSF grants. 
Emotion regulation in relation to attachment strategy: Working backwards 
*Tesla M. Henderson, James N. Gutierrez, Nick A. Dawson, Kaitlyn B. Wilson, Dr. 
Shari Kidwell, Mentor, Depa rtment of Psychology, College of Science 
Recent studies have linked a ttachment strategy to emotion understandi ng and regulation, which serve a critical 
foundation in children 's development. Amo ngst securely attached dyads, parents communicate openly about feelings and 
have an atti tude that a ll feelings are useful and should be accepted, which contrasts markedly with patterns found for 
insecure dyads. The current study involves a longitud ina l design with a novel, semi-structured emotions interview. 
Attachment was assessed via the Strange Situat ion separation-reunion procedure at age 4 . Twenty-one 16 to 18 year olds 
(9 female) were inte rviewed about their experiences with sadness and anger. The authors a re fi naliz ing a sorting of the 
interviews by their qualitative similarities and differences in both observable behavior and content. Compared with the 
othe r groups, teens with high awareness and express ion o f negative a ffec t, combined with adaptive coping and 
regulation, are hypothesized to have had secure/low-risk attachment s trategies when they were preschoolers. Teens with 
low awareness, acceptance, and communica tion of emotions, are expected to be insecure ly attached. These results likely 
will contribute meaningfully to the fie ld's understanding of the development of emotional-behavioral difficu lties among 
children and adolescents. This research was supported by MSU RC PC and KY SF grants. 
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[( 0 ®® Mindfu lness a nd its association with emotional regu lation in adolescence 
*James N. Gutierrez, Testa /VI. Henderson, Nick A. Dawson, Kaitlyn B. Wilson, Dr. 
Shari Kidwell, Mentor, Department of Psychology, Co llege of Science 
Mindfu lness is a state of openness, acceptance, and awareness in which aversive thoughts and feelings have less of an 
impact on an individual. Modem cogni tive-behavioral therapies, including Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, 
utilize mindfulness techniques to enhance thi s menta l state, leading to improvements in the regulation of negative affect 
and, thereby decreasing symptoms. The current study examines the association of trait -based mindfu lness (i .e., an 
indi vidua l's tendency to be mindful) and ado lescent 's patterns o f regulating sadness and anger. Twenty-one 16 to 18 
year olds (9 female) were interviewed about their emotiona l experiences. The authors are finalizing a sorting of the 
interviews by their qual itative similarit ies and differences in both observable behavior and content. Compared with the 
other groups, teens with high awareness and expression o f negative affect, combined with adaptive coping and 
regulation, are predicted to have self-report questionnaire scores showing: a) the highest trai t-based mind ful ness; b) the 
lowest emotion dysregulation; and c) the lowest avoidance o f emotions. These results appear likely to have important 
implications for understanding troubled ado lescents. This research was supported by an MSU Undergradua te Research 
Fellowship and by MSU RCPC and KY NSF grants. 
Attachment in early adolescence in association with representations of 
r elationships five years later 
*Angelica Miracle, Kady Chaffin, Marissa Childers, Cara Naylor, Dr. Shari 
Kidwell, Mentor, Department of Psychology, Coll ege of Science 
Attachment theory has become one of the most inOuential approaches to understanding socia l development. Attachment 
to parents, whether secure or insecure, is expected to generalize to re lationships wi th othe rs based on our expecta tions 
(i.e., internal working models). That is, we learn whether we can expect o thers to be emotionally supportive based on 
these earliest relationships. T he present study was part of a larger longitudinal project involving 2 1 famil ies living in 
Eastern Kentucky. Attachment was assessed at age 12 via the School Age Assessment of Attachment (SAA: Crittenden, 
2005), a projective story-telling task. Relationship quality was measured approximately fi ve years later. This involved a 
questionnaire, the Experiences in Close Relationships- Revised (ECR-RS; Fraley, Waller, & Brennan, 2000), which 
asks individuals the same I 0 questions about their relationships wi th their mother, father, best friend, and romantic 
partner. The authors hypothesize that teens' attachment strategies will be assoc iated with levels o f trust and comfort in 
the ir subsequent re lationships. This research was supported by MSU RCPC and KY NS F grants. 
How maternal childhood trauma is related to parenting sensitivity to infant 
emotional cues 
*Asltley Hamm, Madison Raymer, Dr. Shari Kidwell and Francis Merritt, MSN, 
Mentors, Department of Psychology, College of Science, St . Claire Regional 
Medical Center 
Chi ldhood trauma can have a major de leterious impact on individua ls, and data is accumulating that suggests this likely 
creates risk for fu ture offspring. Specifically, parents with higher exposure to chi ldhood trauma have been found to have 
increased like lihood of frightened, frightening, and dissociated behavior in interactions with thei r children, as well 
greater child protection involvement. Increased sensitivity to infa nt emotional cues, in contrast, may decrease the 
likelihood of transmitting intergenerational risk. In this pilot study, three expectant/new mothers were given a series of 
questionnaires, two being speci fic to trauma: the PTSD Checkl ist and Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). These 
mo thers had followed through on a re ferral by the ir nurse midwi fe for early intervention services. The mothers' 
sensit iv ity to her baby was evaluated using the CARE-Index (Crittenden, 198 1 ), a three-minute play task. Babies ranged 
between 6 weeks and 4 months. The hypothesis is that mothers report ing greater childhood trauma and traumat ic 
symptoms on the questionnaires wi ll have lower sensitivity to their infant 's emotiona l cues. These associations will be 
explored via qua litative ana lyses. This work was supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowships and an MSU 
AHRC grant. 
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Materna l insight and dyadic synchrony 
*Madison Raymer, Ashley Hamm, Dr. S hari Kidwell and Francis Meritt, MSN, 
Mentors, Department of Psychology, College of Science, St. Clai re Regional 
Med ical Center 
Research has demonstrated that mother's ability to think insightfully about themselves and their babies are associated 
with a wide range o f child psychosocial outcomes. Although several measures have been utilized to assess 
insightfulness, all utilize detailed structured interviews. The Working Model ofthe Child Interview (WMCI: Zeanah et 
at. , 1994), used in the current study, has been associated with infant attachment, dyadic interactional quality, and 
maternal mental health. The WMCI explores the "meaning" a baby has to his or her parent by asking about perceptions 
of the relationship, the child, and parenting experiences. In this pilot s tudy, the WMCI was administered to three 
expectant/new mothe rs to assess mental representations of thei r babies. These mothers had followed through on a referral 
by their nurse midwife for early intervention services. The quality of dyadic synchronous interaction, the mothers' 
sensitivi ty to her baby, and the baby's cooperativeness during play was evaluated using the CARE-I ndex (Cri ttenden, 
198 1 ). Babies ranged between 6 weeks and 4 months. The hypothesis is that mothers with balanced. insightful 
representat ions wil l be more sensitive and will have more harmonious interactions with their infants. These associations 
will be explored via qualitative analyses. This work was supported by MSU Undergraduate Research Fellowships and 
an MSU AHRC grant. 
Pilot study: Effects of manda la colori ng on long-term st ress red uction 
*+Vanessa L. Tirabassi, +Brittney A. Monn, +H unter R. Gatewood, +Isabella R. 
Gearhart, +Mary J. Blanton, Dr. Todd Smith, Mentor, Department of Psychology, 
College of Science 
Mandala coloring ha become a mainstream source of stress reduction in the adult population. Very little empirical 
evidence has been collected to verify whethe r or not the coloring causes a significant amount of stress reduction. 
Previous research has looked at the effects of mandala coloring used to reduce lab-created stress (Curry & Kasser, 2005; 
Van der Vennet & Serice, 20 12). This research question looks at the long-term effects of mandala coloring stress 
reduct ion on the college s tudents ' normal day-to-day s tress, accounting for both positive and negative stressors that will 
occur during the five-week course. We hypothesize that the mandala coloring experimenta l group and a mindful-based 
experimental group wi ll exhibit stress reduction, with the mandala coloring group disp laying greater significance in 
stress reduction. 
T he influ ence of scale cha racterist ics on th e latency to m ake a rati ng 
*Zoe Becerra, Jorden Crowe, Dr. Gregory Corso, Mentor, Department of 
Psychology, Coll ege of Science 
In previous studies, a non-linear relationship between the latencies to make a rating and the rated level of complexi ty was 
found. However, by decreasing the number o f rating categories from five to three, participants made quicker rati ngs. 
The present study investigated other factors that could contribute to the non-linear results found initially. We predicted 
that the overall range of the scale and the size of the interval between rating categories would affect the latency to make a 
rating. The task was to rate the complexity of different roadway scenes. Three different rating scales (A, 8 , and C), 
each wi th three indicators for complexity, were used. The rating scale was a between-participant factor and the scale 
indicators for complexity were within-partic ipant factors. Scale A was labeled, I , I 0, and 20, scale B was labeled I, 50, 
and I 00, and scale C was labeled I , I 00, and 200. For all scales, I designated a rating o f low complexity. Each roadway 
scene (N= I 00) was presented six times for 600 ratings per participant. The mean latency by complexity ratings from 
each scale were compared. Using a repeated measures ANOVA there were no significant main effects or interactions 
among the latencies using the different scales. 
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2017 Regional brain awareness program: High school visits 
*+Joseph Reese, Dr. llsun White, Mentor, Department of Psychology, College of 
Science 
High school visits are a year-round program. Each year, our target goal is to reach 1500 students in our Eastern Kentucky 
region, vis iting I 0-11 high schools. The goal of these visits is to promote brain health through lectures on 'drugs effects 
on the brain and behavior' , in addit ion to distribution of educational material relevant to brain health. The lectures 
inc lude descriptions of how alcohol and other addictive drugs affect the brain and behavior. We also present our 
research data from the animal and human research obtained from the Neuroscience laboratory, Psychology Department, 
Morehead State University. The high school students are invited to ask questions, a llowing them to engage in active 
participation in discussion about drug effects on the brain and behavior. 
Identifying risk in a play task: Application of the Dynamic Maturation Model of 
attachment a nd ad aptation 
*+Michelle Deaton, +Whitney Ramos, Dr. Shari Kidwell, Mentor, Department of 
Psychology, College of Science 
Although there is considerable research showing tha t attachment is meaningfully related to parenting and developmental 
risk, it is typically measured in a resource-intensive way that is not avai lab le to most clinicians. The gold-standard 
method is a 25-minute standardized separation and reunion procedure (Strange Situation: Ainsworth et al. , 1978), which 
is videotaped and coded by highly-trained observers. The present s tudy hypothesized that signifiers o f attachment 
strategy and parenting sensitivity would also be evident in a play task. Fifty-four fami lies completed the Strange 
Situation when childre n were 4 years of age, coded using Cri ttenden 's preschool method (2004). Dyads also played a 
game of ring toss, which was coded for sensitivity and non-hostil ity using The Emotional Avai labil ity Scale, 3rd 
Edition's (Biringen, 2000). Children who displayed secure attachment with their caregiver during the mildly stressful 
Strange Situation tended to have the most sensitive and least hostile parents. Additional analyses are being conducted 
based on qualitati ve differences amongst dyads in the ring toss task. These findings wi ll have implications for cl inicians 
working with young children. This research was supported by MSU Graduate Assistantships and by MSU RCPC and 
KY NSF grants. 
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